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This working.paper was prepared e's supportive material for an In:-Irnatioriel Survey Of Urbanization in the
developing countries, which was organized by the Ford 'Foundation late in 1970 and was completed late in 1972.
The purpOse of thASurvey was toprovide findings and recommendations to guide the Foundation in making
informed judgments on its future participation in programs related to the urban condition in the less - developed

Ic"
countries:

I
The Survey was directed neither to perfoim nor to commission original research. Its work was to be reportorial,
analytic, and indicative of program choices To serve these objectives, the Survey was essentiallyA field
operation in which the staff travelled wilily in'the countries where the Foundation main'ains field offices and
drew not.only'upon its observations but upon the experience of Foundation personnel assigned to the
developing countries. The staff's own field notes on Oases of urbanization in specific countries were expanded
into working papers both to record observations and to clarify the deductive processes and the analyses of data
which were to form a demonstrable basis for the Survey's conclusions. Additional working papers were
provided by Foundation personnel with a depth of field knowledge, and by consultants expert either in specific
countries or in topics ®f special interest.

The,Survey work'ng papers and speci'al studies were originally intended only for internal use. It became evident.
however. thatthe body of material, had values which argued for wider exposure. Accordingly, the Foundation is
publishing the paperS for those with special country or topical interests and for those interested in the material
as awhole. .
The working papers carry disclaimers appropriate to the circumstances of their preparation and to the
limitatwns of t'leir original purpose. The reader should not expect to find in them either the product of original
research or a cornprehensde treatment of the processes of urbanization in the particular country. Rather, they
are occasional papers whose unity derives from their use as exemplary and, illustrative material for the Survey.

Biit unity of form end subst nce is not the measure of their value. EN raPort and special study isan essay on
1 some aspect of urbanizati n rn the developing5countries. In most instances, they are what a good essay should

be unmisiexabiy personalized and therefore reflective of theinsights and the convictions of informed authors./ ,
The International Urbanization Survey

John P. Robin. Diector
Colin ROsserx,s''
Frederick C:Terio" -
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estimates Must'be used instead of actual counts, There are

. dfscrepancies both In the estimates and in the extent.of

the urban areas on ,which the estimates are based. We

4 will, as does the United Stated Agency for International

Development, use the°figures of the Departamento Nacional

de Planeacion.* Using those figures, we. find that Bogota, .

the natir's capitil, had an estimated 1970 population of,

2,540,000-which is expected to reach 3,60:5,000 in-1976.

Metropolitan Meaellj.n.,the se?ond city,-is given 1,400,000

ct:ed''E.O.,946,0 0 in 197.inhabitants, in,1910,.. and proj
Y.

Cali should bye at the one milli n- mark at present, and

grow.to 1,392,000 in the next fo years. Barranquilla,

at the mouth of the. Magdalena rive, has an estimated

7 pogulationJ6f-690, 006nd-:tOgether with /the othe: coastal

towns of Cartagena andeSanta.karta, forpid ari urban skein

of more than one million /population on 'the Caribbean sea.

Admittedly,.Colombia is a larger and more populous

country than most in-South Ainerica;, with twenty-one

it ranks third ip population on th.: con-
.

only to Bazil and Argentina. But

Argentina, with only threeArallion more people, shows a

classic case of urban primacy with its enolmouscopcen-
,

1

million ,people,

tinent, second

A

0,

tration at BurenoS
0

po

'* As given in.tbe PlaA dt Desarro' lo'Economica ciaL
1970'-1973: Bogota, Departamen o Naciona1 aneaCion,
Urird=diDesarrollO Regio.nal y Urbario: Decembek'I970.
Tomo I: Ca itulds del D'al VII2.. /"

t.
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a
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The survey paper will deal, therefore, with the-form
, .
.

possible explanations of\Colbmbia's urban divei-sity;
. :,; - .

,

.,

conscious effort to encourage it which is taki.pg place.
c.,

both in the national ggvernment and imthe regions and.
. ..

cities themselVesl with the international interest AR the
il

pheilomenon and the supportive efforts whichfal ovi; and
.

4

wit11,the relatively sophisticated (fUIly in-ft,rm and sub-
. , i- .

) .

stantially i ractice_Latructilie of lislanning-and adminis-
t

.$
tration f r urb, ;p; Afid:;egion'al !develorMent, i

I

4 4

will.al o state the ba-l.s data whiCh the Survey

is;faccuulating for the countries twhich It will cover and-'
I

.

we wi4--in accordance with our/4ission7-attempt to

tevealuate the contribution hawhich 'intertional 'agencies

have, made or can make, in assisting Colombia'to meetfi,
,

a".

its problems .of-urban growth and the urban. environment.

A

TOWARD A TRUE URBAN MAJORITY'

Before describing the country!s distinctive urban patter/n,

4(

.

it w ould be useful to inglare into ,the .total urban-rur'l

fl,ratio in the national 'population, to look. back on treads

projections, :and to.put forward the the is

--&-majority'of Coiomiiians will live in ities

,

summarize

at by.* 1980,

orethan-

As usual,the're are conflicingdefiriitions pf

54000-.

,"urb" and "rural." The 1964 census' reported that 53-per
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cent of the population had become urban, as againit-y
29 per dent when the, prev,i6us census was taken in 10,-.

0, But the census., view' of 6;rban7 is any ,place-mhich the
.

headquarters of' a Muhl:Oil:do regardless of' its size which

... mearis that the urban count covers settlemantscas .few as. 5. ,, 1 se /,
. I,500 people. ,Dr. Iiernan ;Mendoza. Hoyos", former chief of .

the PcipuIatioi`Division Of .ikspon:imt*, -uses, a 5 0.,0 b .: opu,-
't : \- { ' *

latibn'figure as an_ urban ;demarcation in-* "his
- : , .,..-,

-
.. ----i/

: ,. .

on the 4eneral dharacteriS4bs\ofXolOtabia's::PdpUlatiOn.;*
. C -.

4_ :i 1, ''''''4' :
- We would` -agree tnis:autnority _and accept -IiiS iriewpdint,

as aVpropriate'in the eantOri- og the natiOn. .
.

ge I.perce4tage total ,:urban: ;growth Is taking - A

_place the ..countiSP':sIfo-ur 'l&rdeSt- 0:ties--Y392.Qta., '_

2Medelllin, Cali, and Barranquilla. These cities have ,beer:
,

.growing
so fast that they:Ilmost dotble their- size .in

, ..

every decade. Thy Bogota rate of annual increase has,
. . ..

been '7, per cent;, Medellin' s has been 6..5- per cent, and

,,Cali's growth `rate ha:s been a little more than 7 per' cent.
Barranquilla lags s omewhat at 4.5 per cent.

BUt ,significantly, the .citiejOiof more than ioci,00d
.

9 .1

and' lesg 560,.000 are -growing at aneven faster

* Asociacion Colombiana'de'Factiltades de:.Meaicina Division-
d* Estudibi; de Poblacion Estudios Socio- Demograficos.

, . .
. .

.** Hernan Mendoza Hoyds.. "Caacteristicas Generales de ila
Poblacion-Coloxtibianat," in tirkianiz&di:o'n' y.,,Ma'rglinalld'ad,
ed: by Ramiro dardona Gut0Freze.Bogota, ASCOFAME; 1§68.,

$
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aggre4ate.'i'a:e .-th'911- the "big four." this groivr which
- <, ? ...

151

econtained aboirt one-g.Aarter of the trte.urban populatioh in.
-19.64, hold-about one-third of it in 1V5. . Cities which

e

are now in the' 50;000 to 100*, 000 population group
k .

IPcontinue to .grow, 134t their aggregate share.. of., the total,
1 4

_

urban "pbpulltion will .decI.inea*
3 ., ,

,i,;.These*.prcrjections ,emphasize tha:e-th regional
f'

; ,distiibution of urban -population; in Cold JAI; not atout':.
i ' / - k

4-
. '

4 . -

tr rto shift to dbittinafricb by.136gcitaidr*any,,other: center, huge '.e . , .:/ - .".1..*.. ,
as the- heading cities., Tiair:g6n10`da grow.~ . . ...

... , -_ , . > ,
,

- - - The regional character of olombi:a it...hiStoric and.
.1 ,.+ r -'a

I
, , e- ,

.... -

4 a c,C etke ci i antl's(with Or 'without' the stimttlusApf official . :
-; 1

°regional planning- both history, and geography have.cieter- -

. 3- 0mined.;thast the. country will have many urban growth poles
-oir whiSif.to base its liatiOnal.ecoriomic social .aevelop-

./

TRE-.DEPTH OF REGIONAISIT t

Colombia is divided into twenty-twO fieVartemeLit-92- states),
t

b.. .the Distrito Especial and a'ntunber of administerea
territories} The authoritative' atlas **' also diwid

2

.

* Dep tamento 'Nacional:de Planeacion: 2E.
hr

InstitAp Geografico "Augustin Cadazii.,"*.
`C-Olotbia\ (2nd edition)..`,43ogota, Republic
1969:

cit.,
Atlas" de
of Colombia,
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ftto i'ethnian

Costerio,

41

44. t
regions, rand claAp;fies their

. -r

Caucano, Narinenge, Tolimense,
..

Atioquena tundi-Boy.icen'se, Santandereano, and Llanero.-

There.is a historic strength toIesionalism. The

country'divided'on. the iseu 4iarlyin, its history, much*

as.did the.Uniied States, with advocates of strong%ceptral
.

4.

.

.government adhering, oiie part, the Condervatives, and
"

those 'favOiing local auiomony Torming, thet =T iberal .paky
\\

(botti.of;whicii\Axist to this day)... Simon Bo4var has-(
4

*.' i

teen Compared ncit,:onl ,c.tkEkdorge..Washingtonibu
, ..

.1

Alexander Hamilton; his,asspcia-te, suim- ent enemy and
. =

.

1?

1

successor, Xiancifsco de Pauia San
. / ..

efferion. A ,Conseryative onghold,

have a statue of. Bo r in. its main square; a Liberal .

4

der, to ThOmas
44

SO it is "side

stronghold will erect'a monument. to SantA'nder.* (Bogota

has fine squ ares named feir each here. as befits'the

national capital) . A'newly'set' bronze, placque on a

splendid new bUildipg in the city of-.Ibague, capital of

the departementd-of Tolima, commemorates the chartering

of the "sovereign i-state of Tolima in language which would

not be unfamiliar in.P3Iumbia, South Carolina. In.actual

fact, strong central govermaent exists, as in the Wilted'

qtates, and again, in actual fact, it existi.lthough

* Pat M. Holt. Colombia Today and Tomorrow.
Praeger, 1964./9.

1

:
,

New YOrk,

i

o

.44

4

.
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the Liberals

.have come to

the country.

17-]

^who,hiAoricallY,champloned:ustates,' 'rights,"

be accepted as the.. natural majority party in-

t
,

'14
Despite the ultimate centralikation ofia.uthonityr
,, . .

under Which. the President,appoints the governors of, the.
f r0 . . t *. ,

depamehtbs and the governors .appoint the mayors bfl-'-:'

the cities, t4..tradition of regional strength anciaodal ,

- .

pride is very strong. It fosters the efforts of ..the :

.
. : ,-.

departamentoS and the cities towaintain their. individuality;

which is, marked, /and tb promote their Own. development.
...

ilrbanizatio inZolombia has peen a function of
.

',time ana'SPaCe., iPtory and geography have each played

oth

ti their part-in determining urban locations, withan added

element of accident if human traits of character can be so:

classified. -As to time, it is of thepresent;,Bogota

itself had no mbrethan 350,000 people in 1940; It is alzo

f the past, that many df Colombia's present growth

points were first marked asplace'names in the sixteenth
Y,

century. Santa Marta dates to 1525; Cartagena to 1533;
.k

,

Bogota to August 6/ 1538. Cali, Popayan, Neiva were all
, .

.
.

founded before 1600. But Since World War IIf when the

current shift to urban concentration began, many Colom-

bian cities are adding more population ,in,one decade than

they did in their total growth of three preceding centuries

centuries.
4

The spatial factor is the extent of Colombia's

11,

".
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.440,000:Square miles: diV41ed,.by.tliree great ranges of the
.-,

Andes;
,

containing the rich valley of the Magdalena and
- 0'

.
:,...____ 7.7,,-.

.

the-stfil richer vall*E.of its major,, the Cauca;
...)

r
A .

'Ithe Caribbean coast with its andj.ent ease of access be
_ -

I
_

. ,
- .

i the West Indies and. the mother country and its presen.
.

': ..

. r immediacy' to t4e United States; the tropical.p1'ains,:the
. . / .. :,-,,f i 4-

. , .....d4 llanbs whIch.drain.to the( Amazon; and the taint forests
/:,

. .

7 'both on he Pacificiand the IsutamaSro. Colombia h as also
,

. .
.

. .

.ih'slOpesand'the soils and the-.Skills which produce the
. . .

(fix;SII-aitiffee in the world,,,jugt as rfiEh milneyards .c" :......_

----- t : .

prodube the finest wifies: 1This.,"rApso IcA.anguage is
..g

-
'on'Point, althbu4h itreads as though it-were theproduct'

of the'hational tourist agency. The point is thit it
. .

explains;. the diverSity (and in diversity, the strength)

of the country's1 patterh,of urban settlement.

One may wish in thissurvey report tOwritean urb2n
.

geography of CV.Ortibia but neither time nor knowledge will

permit it. We will deal'with certain major centers in some-
,

'detail. But ;itsre' is a pattern which does emerge from the

maps and the statistics which is clear ,and can be

summarized. It looks like. this:' 4 '

1. Bogota, the capital, 750 miles inland,,80.00 -feet

in altitude; relatively isolated on its fertile
/.

upland savanna) 'GOvernmentally, it is a Distrito
0

Especial surrounded. by the departamento of

ti

.Cundinamarca.

7

09,
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2, Metropolitan Medellinlin the very distinctive.

-iieljartamento of Antioquia. It is also relatively

isolated &om.other major urban denters.. Its
.

- productivity is very high..-With not muchtmoke
4

than. half of Bogota's population, it very nearly

t-
.

equals it in value added by manufacture ..and-

in the himlfSer of*its*.industiiai workers..
A V.
-3. Cali, iri the de artamento of Valle del Cauca,

4

4

which has risen from an agro-industlrial base into

a center of many enterprlaea, .including
4

manufacturing(.. Cali tap:a wide area.of.urban
e '

influeabe, including its.port citlAof Buenaventura,

-and other cities of the.Cauca.valley, Such as
k

Palmtra.
4

4. The cities of the Caritiligan coast: Barranquilla,

Cartagena, and Santa Marta. Each is the capital

of a departamento: respectively, Atiantico,

0
,Bolivar; and-Magdalena%

. 5. The "coffee cluster" of Manizaies,. Armenia,

Pereira. Their combined population'is 735,000

and they fall in the contiguous departamentos

of Caldas, Risaealda, and Quindio.

6. Ibague; the capital of the de artamerto of Tolima,

Which is an agro-industrial y whose economy is

based okice, but which is now h6ping"to.diversifY
.

its economic baSe by promoting itself as an

/

(

3

0

I
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alternate location to Bogota. It is the closest

sizab le city ta the 'capital, butitd- distant

enough-to maintain its own identity.

,-1, .

7. . Babaramanga; the, capital of the departaMento of

Santander, which is
,

alspstrongly differeiNated

region but without the economic- g_o o rtunesthat

-hases_come to Antioguia. Bucaramanga has 314,000

There,* also oiltowns, tfrontier towns, steel towns,
° ,f

traditiongl rgional capitals, cattle towns, and the 'gateway

,points to the laws and the Atazonas. We will not
r'-'

catalogue them heie, but will discuss them, 'together with

the major centers, in the section of the report trea-Lng

regional planning and regional development.

THE ,STRUCTURE OF GOVERNMENTAND THE CITIES

Fo rtal 1q? the Government of Colombia is completely
. y ,

centralilzed. Dix in his book Colombia: The Political
.

*
,

Dimensions of Chii4e writes:

It is ultimately on j he Presi4ent And .the
. .

central government that all the organs of
administration throughput thesco try depend.
The administrative tradition iaherited frdm the
colony is thereby largely maintained. Local
government, which Tocqueville cOnsidered a
bulwark of democracy in North. Aierica, is

:!*
II!, correspondingly weak. As it isi,.the government

of the Colomiban mutici lois iesponsibl:e in
the first 4...stance to e4gove norho appoints
it maybr, rather than t the community. Populay

)

I-
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-7--(,. . . .

patticipation in the political process'is to
,

: that extent frustrated and the distance between
government and people is widened. The ancient ..

Spanishstraditionsbf the municipality lingers
mainly as a memory.* ',-

He is right in.that the executives of the departa-
.

mentoS and the ratEYiej are in a chain of appointmerit,

and therefore.comiandv which leads to Bogota and to the

President-: We believe he is,in error in assuming that this

destroys regional,anemuniaipal loyalties, which we found

-very strong, or that it , eliminates thedeeire of the

governors and the .mayors of the citiee.,tb respond to *hat"

they believe 1.5 a public demand for imprevemenlana

visible progress within their jurisdictions.

Wes also found that Co.loMbian cities are hig r diver-

sified in'their Character and traditions", and dqtermined
.%

to'maintain their diyersity, Their leadership shows a

O

high-ddgree-of opporbinism in searching for development.

oPportunrities.: Financing does largely flow from the -

centrai government (as must approval of external. assistance)

and Colombian officials are as adept as their,most able

American coliSguesin using chances to obtain special
rt,

funds when they havd a*"happening" that warrants it.

Bogota's'mayor,,for instance,used the occasion of

the Ppe's visitto the city in 1968 as the basis for a

. .

* Robert H. Dix. Colombia: The-Political DiMensions
of Charm. New Havph, Ya e University pfig37ag77

a
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major public improvement program in the Distrito Especial

which he dircted. The relatively small city of Ibaque

found 200,000,00 pesos (ten.million dollarg) to prepare

itself a64host to the National Games in 1970, using the

money, for permanen improveMents in the city's public

environment and services. Cali is taking similar advantage

4 '6f its selecItion as the site of the Pan-American games in
Pp.\

1971. 'The departamento of Atlantico, and its capital 4"
city of Barranquilla, ace Operating a lottery to raise'

funds eobuild a bridge across the Magdalena river and

_accumulating Alm,

same purpose.

The press,

.proceeds of present ferry
.

to
i

for the

' '
I g

which is relatively free in Cdlombia,
\

exerts Pressure for community improvements, and the
. . &-

municipal councils continue to be elected1by t.xe com-.

Munities where they serVe." Mayors and governors are not

t ,
4 .

necessarily residents of the departamenfos and cities which

they are appointed td. direct. -But they are not a profes-
.

ice,.as aresionalpureaucracy, subject 'to a nationa se

Provi4pcial commissioners in the civil service systems of

Asian and Afriban comItries which are still following

colonial prac ice.

The Distrito EseeEL1L is indeed something special.

It is the governmentOf metlopolitdn Bogota, excised from

' the state of Cundinamarca in 1954. Seventeen years later,

the director of the Departamento AdministLivo de Planifica-

-44
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cion DistrItal believes that nietropolitan Bogota has

already outgrown. the generous boundaries which were set

at the time 'of the ordinance which created the.special

district. %

Medellin and Cali have large urban spill-overs.

irobleins of manicipal.jurisdiction have arisen-as major

.

- \ development .Occurs :).n adjacent municipios which are not
, .

, .

1 yet annexed,to the principal city,. and which may,'as'in
.

',

\
the 'case of Ckli's industrial neighbor, Yumbo, resist

. .

1

..:. .\

such annexation because of a high anCt,favorable ratio of\ 1

taxable
\

values to population.
1

Ail of this relates to the complex nature of

-NColombia e institutions dealing with,urban problems.. The

straight-line, pattern of government is very sim0.a and

direct. The act al mechanisms which have developed are

ad hoc and marvelous Iy.Varied.
N\

COLUMBIA'S URBAN ARRAY-;-IS ITS CUP-RUNNING.OVEli?,

J

If instituti on building is the necessary precursor of

development, as the traditional wisdo as it, then

Columbia is a fully developed co yin its recognition
..\.

4.

of its iltban problems and in its desird to understand and

clverCome them. It has 'a very full kit of
-

agencies dealing

with urban planning and' development, and the inventory

that will follow shows few vacant places in the country's
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9 .

table of organization for urban progress.

Performande. is of course another matter, tbut we are
o

convihced that the'intereStof the GeniernMent of Ccilombia

in its cities is not mere formalism .

I.`_
- In our own moment ok,formaLlty, we classify ,the

.

institutions dealing with Urban and regional-develdpment

into four groups:

L

1. Those that gatOer data;

2. Those that do research in urban aid regional
, .

tissues, and train others to doso;

3. Those that make policy; and -
,.

4

4. Those that implement programs.
. \ <

.,.,

Many agencies combine, all or some of these functions,

as for instance, a national ministry,doed when it has a

research branch inits own structure, or a .plannirig agency
-

when its staff gathers data which is,necessary to its work.
.

tut in order to make a proper isting we Will'use the
\ .* ...I

categories suggested and-repeat the ag ncies in the apro,.=,
V C ,

Iti-functiOnal.priate classifications When'they are

The'Data.Gathetere

TheDepartamento'Administrativo Nacional de Estadis-'_

b

..
.

O

-2

t.

.4

tica, known as witg:

f(
The Inst tuto Geografico Aguistin Codazzi, which is

attached is the Ministerio de Hacienda y Credito Publico.
, ,-

Research staffs in the following ministries: Gobiernol

0



/
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r

Hacienda-y Credito Publica; Salud; Trabajo y Seguridad

115]

Social; Dess rro'116EConomica; Educacion; Obras Publicas'.

Regearch staff in the Departattlento Adm±nistrativo
../ .

,,,
,( Nacional ,de Planeacion. .

4 . .Research staffs in the-fbllowtng organismos deten--

trallzddos: Corporaciones Autonomas; Cajc de Credito
/

Agrario, Industrial y.Minero; Ser15-icio Nacional de
ea

:
.

.L _ .. ,

Aprendizaje, known as SENA; known as ICT.L'Institutb de ,

InVestigaciones Tecno/Ogicas;'Instituto \Flom tokcp- "--en,
/ ,_.../ , .

_
/ .. f.
/

Industriai;.Instituto Colombiano de Constru4iones Esdolards,
/- :.. , A z-, -Q\

known ai ICCE; Instituto Nacional del Trasporte, knOwn-as

4

,

l'

.INTRA.
,

The planning offices at,,departmenta a d municipal

levels.

The Asociacion oloMbiana de Facultades de Medicina,

known as ASCOFAME, through its Division de Estudios de

Poblacion.
. ,

4
v

.
.

The various schools architecture,-engineeking, and

°the social "sciences in the universities..

Various research centers which will be named and dis-

cussed subsequently.

Several of the most important of these institutions,

rated by their primary mission of securing and-iblihing

data necessary to urban development, will be described

briefly,
43

DANE, the Departamento Administrativo Nacional de

4

4.

4
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"

EstAdisticasu the ripst important of,..the data assembling
0. . 0\ .

I
. O

mechanisms in ColombiA, hasitheresponsibility oft,con-
,

0
. ducting the periodic

r
census of popula onti, of )3ufldihg and

-,.
:,..ei .. f ' ,. .1.

.houping,,Qf educationar facilities/and achievements, and
,.
r

i

,

. . - : .

.___of_._.agricuLtur,e,Annual-public:5tionts_include_-a_.Lgeneka
4

statisticaloyearboOk or Coldmb4a, a foreign traae. yearbook,
. .

a Bogota yeax rbook, and an indlrial guide. Its Boletin ' 1
0 r .10 i 7 ' i

. .

?Mensual 4e Estadistica includes statistical data and the

\3

.
.

reSultSiof sur4;ys.ana researe- carxe i out It-DANE. It

rrt

has been pUbli,shed continuously for Se eral decades.'

DANE'.s recent ork-of,special.interest or
.

urbanistuaies
.

,

i. its Euesta Nacional de Hogares,.noli being pUblished,

0 , \ .

i o *.. ,,

which i s a survey of 10,000 households ikl, seyex41 cilties,'
, 11 0, t .' -: ,

includina,information on'demographv, 'living Standards,
..t-

1 .

emplcyment, economic opportunity, education, health and
,

_ ` housing; DANE wa:i reorganized and improved in 1968. It
. -

will carry out the 1972 census; and it is imped that its
1 ,

increased efficiency will. result in more rapid publication

than was the case after the 1964 census.' \

Te Instituto Geogcafico Agustin Codazzi gathers gao-
1

graphic information and'directs&:le country's mapping

programs. . As its publication of the 1969 Atlas de Colombia

shows, the quality of its maps is' excellent.
,

ASCOFAME's Division deeFstudios de Poblacion may be

rated as among the best sourcss of populatiorl,data'in

Colombia; and its publications have wide Circulation and

04

AO

C

C..

4
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One

in colkec

Desarrol
_ -

as CEDE.

and on

olarly respect.,
-

0

,

f the research denters.tha has also:been active

ing basic data is the Centro de tstudios sobre

1

Economioo at-the University of Los Andes', known

Its surveys on family income.and family spending,

,-

employment, have povided,illuminating information
t

for all workers in urban, research. - If. and other research
0.

.

agencies will bep the subject"of the next* section "of this' Th \
. L../L, . .,

.
=-

survey paper. .

. ..
...°---

t:

,. P.,- ,

The FeSearchers.0, ,

4

f
The' -most significant urban" research in Colombia is

=

being carried out-at CEDE, ASCOFAME (alreak*te'd under

data gatherers),..the Centro de tlanificacion y,Libahismo

of thetniversidad cIe Los Andes, known:as CPU, and the
/

,

Centro de Investigaciones para el'Desarrollo at. the

Universidad Nacional de Colombia, known as CID. CIb and

CEDE also prepare development plans fOr municipalities

and thus qualify as planning organiiations in addition

to their primary function as research centers.'

ASCOFA4E has concentrated that portion of its

research work which has distinct urban application in

studies of ..urban population trends and internal migration.

During the period from 1966 through 1968 CID carried out
.

a comprehensivd study of Bogota, a pioneering Audi that

has been influential in defining the work prograth of the
1



,
.

1..

. . ...,

. .

official planning off ice' fdr-theDigtritOE.special. ..'Urban
. .

research 'carried' out at mil s included studie# o housing
.

d.

'for .the "popular sec nor ", .urban s., a itildy, of .

construction costs,under contract,with DANE), studies4.on
p .' , y

.

.

income distributidn'in the'citj.eS; And studies of the
. I

. , .
.......,

marketing of fooilih urban areas. It haealbo made
/
/

*developtient as Current. publiqation
.A.

of a development ,plan for Manizaies is considered,to. be

one of themci.st complete planning documents pioduced to.

to within Colombia.

CEDE has 'also made plans.. for' cities of. intermediate

t

size, whil directing its teseareh program toward' khe
.

cOnomic f tors that affect Urban families.,CPU has-con-
.

cenerated its- res arch and consulting work in.physical

plann,ing.4 Its current research program -inclu es an

interd'aCiplihary investigation of ho.usin'g.

rfr

.

Research and actual plan prepatation-are, therefore,

intermingled in several of .the agencies which ate primarily,

research rented. It,is now appropriate to consider.the

agencies which are 'primarily .planning bodies with official

status, ut which must perform research functions in

_order_ya fulfill their planning responsibilities.

1

arming` Agencies

Colombia has. the full hierarChy of planning agencies.

it accepted_the-prinCiple,Of national' planning for develop:-

S
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ment With enthusiasm. "Colombia was, acc

"the first country in Latin,Americ

.hensive economic-developme anof the type envisaged

116

[19]

ng to Holt,*
$ ,

roduce a coPpre:-

by the Charter of Punt el Este..
-4-..,..,

A ten-year plan AT
, -

.formally annotino d In 1961, saiAl estimates of desired,
. r. ,

- . ,....

economic

and"-

rates, indOtrial and agricultural ':argets,

t.

atements of the amount of foreign resources Which ,

would be needed to help-the.country meet,,, its goalp.
P 4 1

`Colombia .:Is still deep in the planning,process, The

O

Depaitamentp'Administiativo gacional;,de Planeacion (DNP),..,_
.

%
,

,

which rept_rts to the President Ofothe Republic, is respOn--

( . --\
: -

sible for defining the norms to be fqlltwed by 'the planning,.. . -
.,

office of the,krarious ministries and other public
0

as they develop their d4ital investment pl,cograms; The

DNP is also responsible for regiewing-nil coordinating,.
),4
geneal plans for socio-economic development andtheir

.4

'

r: ,

'S .t

4): 1'
4-4

.

0 4, or

. 'spbmission to the NationalCouncil
,

Policy, for 'evaluating the imPleme

proposals and the 'effects Of' their

on Social .and Economic

ntation of planning, ,4
s,/

achievepent,.and 5,pr
0

proposing modificatiOs and adjustments'aS such evaluation

indicates should be made. It'has-a highly devkoned
.

0

0

4-

t
I if

interest in urban and regional developpent. ,, .

t ..

It is Unidad de'besarro1lo Regional y Urbano th.N\
7--

is ofpartic9.ailintexest to --us-3.---arid its work aneproposais
. ..,_.7.__ . .

*. 1'
will 'b-e-discussed in some detail.inthis survey report.

--.
. /. ,

.
.

, ..
..

* Holt. sm. cit. pec151.
tr.

r. ----0
:

.
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There,are planning agencies in some. of

mentbs and'the large and intermediate 'cities

the departa-
.

have planning

offices of their own.: So does the govelmment of the

Distrito' Especial: for. metropolitan Bogota.

We discuss subsequently the series of Bogota develop-

ment plans which have.been prepared over the years, and
- . .,

'we 'have S'een as a saMPiing,the,general development pland., , ..

. .

. .

.-
:.recertly'published for Neiva, Ba'rrancabermeja, and

6

Manizalesi,andt the traffic plan for. Cali.* Colombia has
I,

hPde'sire, arid-many-of the skills,.necesSary to plan for

r its cities. It also has what seemed to us, fter visits

,, to seven Colombian cities, a-strong drive toward their,
.

improvement /in'which plans are not (as in all too many
4

countries) advanced as atiubstitute for-action. The'

country, has a
4 .

be and are used

ity of action agencied which. can

w4g;essive cities and regions to further

their development s:

THE ACTION AGENCIES FOR -URBAN AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

.L.
An inventory and analysis of all the public bodies in

Colombia which affect urban.and regional development would

Neiva, prududed by CID; BarrabOAberMe'a .Plan de Ofdema-''
iiiNETO-1.-.produced by CPU and CEDE; P an e DeOarrollo
Timawa Manizales, produced by CID, and EfIlig212.
Viat dam' Ct produced by the .Oficina PIir165h----
MunicipirOf Cali.

tj

./
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be a year's work and a doctoral dissertation in either

public administration or urban and regional planning. There

is a long list of national bodies; such as the Institute de

Credito Territorial which directs public hdusing programs

in the cities, 'departmental organizations such 'as the

Institute de Desarrollo de Antioquia which is a municipal',

development bank opOrating_in that economically strong .

6!' "e? A s'
departamel4to, regional organizations such as the Cauca

Villey Corporation, and municipal(bodies-botliWithin and

outside the official framework of the local goVernments.

..For illustrative purposes, we file a listing of

organizations which have a policy making and implementing

role in regional and urban development in Colombia':

1. Ministries and 'their.OrganismoS Descentralizados:

Gobierno:
;

Fondo de Desarrollo Comunal

-Haciendabyldredito publico:

Institutodeogiafico Agustin Codazzic
Defensa gaciohal:

.

Caja de Vivienda Militar

Agricultura-

Corporacion Autonoma de-Tumaco

Corporacion Autonoma Regional del Cauca (C TC

Corporacion Autonoma Regional del'Quindio

Corporacion Autonoma Regional de la Sabana
de Bogota (CAR)

1.,
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7

Corporacion Nacional de Desarrollo del Chaco'

Corporacion Regional de Desarrollo de Urbana

Corporacion Regional de los Valles del Rio
Zulia

S,

Institute Colombiano Agropecuario

Iastituto Colombiano de la Reforma Agrarla
(INCORA)

Institute de Mercadeo Agropecuario IIDEMA)

Caja de Credito Agrario, Industrial y Minero

Trabajo y Seguridad Social:

.:-
Superintendencia Nacional de Cooperativas .

Instituto Colombiano de SegurOg S'ociales (ICSS)

Salud Publica:

Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar

InstitutoNacional de Fomento Municipal

Desarrollo Economico:

Fonda Nacional del Ailorro

/Instituto de Credito Territorial (ICT)

/ Iona Franca. Industrial y Comercial de
/ Barranquilla

Artesanias de Colombia

Corporacion Financiera del Trasporte

.1 Institlto de Fomento Industrial

iEducacion:

Instituto.Colomniano de Conttrucciones

Escolares (ICCE)

Obras Publicas:

5

(
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O

Fondo Nacional de Caminos Vecinales

Fondo Via Nacional.

'Institute Colombian° de Energia Electrica

Institut° Nacidnal del'TrasPorte (INT14)

Puertos, de boloMbia.

5epartamentos Administr at ivos and their Oganismos
Destentralizados

*b.

Nacional de Planeddion 1VNP)A: -

I

Fondo Nacional de tiroyectos de pesarrollo
1FONADE)

- ,.. ',

i

ervicio Civil:

Fondo Nacional de Bieriestar Social
"z

I3. Gobeinationes (Departmental _Governments) and
their secretariasDep IkamentosAdminIistrativoist-

(including planning) an %prIanIsmos qas'oentra -
izados

Asembleas De artamenbaes (legislative/bodies
at c epartmenta eve v,tp,:

5. Altaldia Mayor deBoybta,:its-secreta ias,
DepartamentoS AdministrativoiTraluding
Departamento Administrativo de Planeacion
Distritai; DAPD Em resas Descentralizadas
and other autonomous agencies Inc p ing
Empresas,Publicas, and Cajade Vivienda
Popular)-, .

6. Concejo de Bogota

7. Altaldies Muniolyales, their.seoretarias and
offices (including,urbanslanning), and,
Organismos Dastantralizados ( including
Obrs Punicas)

I

10. Commissions and Advisory, Groups tolthe execut ie
bodies

8. Concejos Muniolpalas

9,. Banco Central Hipotecario

I
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u

11. Institutes for .regional development:

Fundacioh para el Desarrollo Industrial del
'Valle

Fundacion-para eSarrollo de iiparalda

Corporacion para.e esarrollo de Caldas

Instituto de Desa'rrollo de Antioquia (IDEA)

Fondo de Desarrollo Industrial de Santander

Instituto de Desarrollo 'de Boyaca

Fundacion para el Desarrollo Economico y.Sockal
del Quindi:o

Asociacion papa el Desarrgllodel Tolima

Fundabion.para.ei Desarrollo de Cartegena

Fundacion para el. Desarv.°116 del Atlantico

The words autonbma and organ'] Sho's estentrlizados

are self-translating. They also will immediately arouse,

the interest of students of government/ and°development

processes Their prOliferatioh indicates, one must assume,

that the' formal structure of government operating through
. C 0

its regular chain offcommand (national ministries, departa-

mentos, mnnicipios) has not been able to cope with the com-

plexities,of urban and regional efforts, and that in a

pragmatic desire to get things scone, special purpose

agencies have multiplied and flourished. The situation is

reminiscent of-some,areas of the United States where

autonomous port authorities, highway authorities, housing

authorities, transport authorities, redeVelopment author-

ities, public parking authorities, water supply agencies,

4

a
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.

and sewagetreatment districts have been created to

fperfipp functions 'hickthe established *Ivernmental units

were unable, because of,,&.ack of jurisdiction or financing,,
C. .

to do for their people. Itmakes a very untidy organization

chart, which must frorit 'ime to time be brought back into

,lome form of order and control.- But it also means that

special purpOse agencies.are more likely to attack their-,

special purposes with vigor and

units of-government, ith emir

their routine obligations.

success than the standard

established proc dures and
0

.It is possible that Colombia

accumulating more development agen

and administer. But the fact tha

and setting them to work, very of

process of

n it can staff

creating them

der local impetus,

seems to,us an indicationof stre th What may seem to

be disorder on the organization table iSusually rescAirjed

at the meeting table, when.a government and its'people

strive for ,progress.

That is not to say that there are no conflicts; The

decentralized agencies, being what their name implies, do

not always coordinate their policy and implementing

decisions with those of the regularly constituted govern-. ,

mental agencies. The investigations of research agencies

are not necessarily understood or utilized at the operating
.

level, and the research organizations may have priorities

which are not those Of the policy makers who theoretically
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shoad be the beneficiaries of research findings. Con-

sequently, the,studies carried'au_at the specialized ,

centers may have only academic interest, while the research

programs of the piiplic bodies may lack the depth and

professional qualit\ which "would more surely guide the

'institutions making and executing pAlic ipolicies.
5-*Th

A select group of urban experts met in,1969.at a

seminar Organized by the Division de Estudios de PoblaciOn

of ASCOFAME* and listed their cri,ticisms of the existing

system. The problems identified were:

A lack of understanding of the'urbanization
process in Colombiat's policy making bodies;

A lack of coordination between existing projects;

'Under-utilization of research perforred;

Lack of, a theoretical structure for the formula-
.

tion of .policies;

/Under-utilization of trained personnel;

Lack of relation between the universities'
programs in training andlresearch and the
realities of urban propleTs and

Lack of evaluation of the significant effects_
of programscarried,forward in the urb'an-field;

International assistance through the'assignmeAt
of foreign specialists.whb do not have 4:true
understanding of the national realities.

As a result of this seminar,.; group of its partici-

pants proposed the creation of an Inter-Institutional

* II Seminario Nacional sobre Urbanizacion, May 15-18, 1969.

aixo....

O
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Service.for Studies,. of Urbanization that would function

as a commaications.center. Communication and coordination

were.considered a necessity ina countrywhich had so many
1 .

institutions working in urban affairs. The Servicio has

'now been' formalited by, the President of -,the Republic:*

office space has been Oovided, and' operatibils-will soon

egin. As projected, the Servicio will have our components:
-

communciations, internal reseach in its specialization of

inter-agency relationships; mobilization of professional
. .

Skills to improve training programs; and professional
. Isupport for research projects which may be suggested

' or desi ned in urban subjects.

THE DEPTH' OF URBAN SKILLS

The 1964 census found that ,Colombia had 52,070 university

the

and regional dev

rofessions directly related to urban
ry

opment, the census counted 2,214

'architects, 4,171.civil engineers, 2,342 economists, and

222 sociologists. bA significant percentage ilia not

practice the profession in.which they were enumerated; for

instance, about 20 per cent of the architects, 40 per cent

The document'which established the need for the Serviciowas "Propuesta para la Creacion de un . Servicio Inter-In-
stitucional para..Estudios sobre Urbanization enColombia," Ramiro Cardona y Jaime Valenzuela, Bogota,February 1970.

4

ti
(
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of the economics graduates, and about half of the soci-

ologists werenot employed in the skill for which they had
4

been trained.

In 1970, an estimate in the number of professionals*.

listed 2,769 architeCts, 5,030 civil engineers, 3,177

economists, and 151 sociologists. One-third of the

architects were based in Bogota.
O

Civil engiheers, architects, and public administrators

may pe said to form the "steel frame" of urban planning -and .

development. Their skills are basic to the construction and

operation of urbaR complexes, but it is recognized that

m ny 0her arts, Erofessions and sciences are necessary

contributorsto the multi-disciplinary functions of

urbanism. 'Colombia's eleven schools of architecture, with

a student enrollment of about 2,500, now offer specific

courses in "urbanism" and.have departments eith,2r of

`urbanism or planning. There is an increasing emphasis on ,

analyzing urban problems not only in their physical con-

text but within their social and economic dimensions. It

is now common for the schools of architecture to integrate

their programs with other faculties in their university

groupings, at at the Universidad de Los Andes at Bogota,

where a graduate program in urban studies
.

and planning is

under consideration.

4
* As given by tbe Vacultad de Psi :ologia.. evIsta de
Pslcologia, Vol. X,-N0 2, Bogota, University Nacional.

p.
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Colombia's first graduateprogram in city and

regional planning was ope'rativ.at the Universidad del

Valle, Cali, from 1962 until 1966. Singe 1968, the

School of Architecture a't the Un4versidad Nacional de
,

)4 Medellin has offered a Master s degree
_

program,

officially described. a EstudieS Fisica Urbana which
i

despite its nomenclature has included courses in the
d b e

. 1 ' . . i .

social sciences as weill as in 'phybical planning.
ii

The OAS - supported Centro Tntel:americano de Vivienda

7

91

/ I.y Plnearciiento (CINyA) bas operated a Curso SulJerior de
4 .

Vivierida y Platearcidanto as a one year program in which many

Colombian professionalsaihave participated, but it is now

restricted primarily to housing matters and has been cut,

back to lesa%hari six months.*

There are seventeen ,schools of civil engineering in
/

Colombia. As of the present, their urban relationship is

restricted to the traditiOhal public wOrkS base.

A count of the courses open at Colombian institu-

tions of higher learning which might be related to urbaiil

and regional planning and development yields forty-nine

institutions and 125 educational .programS:

a

* Present plans call-for CINVA,to be closed in mid-1972.
An Inter-American Information Service. on Urban Develop-
ment, organized to assemble and disseminate technical
information needed fto facilitate policy formulation and
program developirtent within member countries will be
created in its place. (ed. note).

L
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THE NATIONAL PLAN FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

.-
.

V.
. ,

I One of the agenciesoghich may, be expected tcluse the

'
Servicio' will be the Unidad de Desarrollo Regional y Urbano

of the Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Planeacion;

that is, the Regional and Urban Unit of the National Plan-
p ,rte

ning Department. This is the-jY;up Within the. Planning

Department whiCh has been assigned the -ask of "making

the necessary studies to determine the present and
0

future deVelopment centers,the metropolitan centers,
-,

the metropolitan areas, and the socio-economic regions' f

the country" and to ."recommend regional and fzrbari develop-

ment policy and its institutional organization." It is

also charged wit "studying the current status and the

financial resources of the departamentos, the mullicipios

and the decentAlized organizations at the departmental

and municipal level; with evaluating.and analyzing needs

in public investment and methods of finance available to

meet them and piopOsing pertinent solutions; with 6 fining

policy asto the internal debt of public bodies; d with

ad4g4 g the departamettos, munitipits :corporaciones

on)he organizationand functioning of their

own planning offices.

-We are concerned with the policies it is developing

in regard to-regional planning because of the effect such

plans are assumed to have on the distribution of urban

.

6
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ec
population. The last National Development Plan* devotes

an, entire chapter to the vblitt'a de de*Sarrollb

y urban°.

America:

of growth

The policy is increasingly familiar in Latin'

decentralization by regions and the stimulation

poles which would act to deflect ban populatron
-'-

.growth from one huge or several very large centers.
---

five sections:

S.

'=--The.first deals with the basic subject of territorial

(or regibnal) idisequilibria and corrective measures

"5"" ,already adopted.

--The second spells out the plan's goals for an urbal3

and regional development policy.

--The third describes the "model".of regionalization.

--the fourth .gives the basis,-for the policies proposed.

S.

=-The fifth and final sectionestates the mws proposed

to implement the_poli;cies.

The Plan identifies territoria.; diseguilibkia as

the concentration of population and economic development in

some regions to the disadvantage of others. The Plan finds
1

that the four largest cities--Bogota, Medellin, Cali and

Barranquilla are too big now, gring too fast, and

absorbing more than their "adequate" share of economic

development. It states that the four cities-
,

.. .

* Departaiento Nacional-de Planeacion.

INO-
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gener,P:ed 190, 67.7 per cent of thevalue
added by manufacture in the Country and absorbed
between%theyears 1957 and 1967 approjcima-kely
9-5 per cent of the new inau'strial etploytent,
while they.96ncentrateci..$ per'cent.of the
population oko_centeks. of more than 2 0";1700
inhabitantsf: :In the'field of education,,:po' ta
'had in 1967,.,55, peer cent of thd student' enr lltent
ineins,1,ut3,ons-of igheY'learning; the cs ies '

W_of CaIMedelIin and Barranquilla had 29 er
cent and the remaining centers.of the do ntry
had only-16 per. cent.

-

A's a result of-these and other factor -, Plan inds

that "a S'tagnatiOn of the fihandial capacity. 'of many

departamentas and' municipios .is produced with consequent

ilinstitutionat-and administrative deterioration.".

1'

The Plan then%listssyarious actions taken by the

Central and dobal governments.to "correct" this 'trend`;

such as measures to prOmote administrative and kiScl

decentralization, assumption by the central government of

the oost,of various local,servibes in whOle or in part,

transfres from the national budge (revenue sharing), And

the creation of new de artament . (The division of the

departamento of Caldas gave capital city status to Pereira

and Armenia in the new deloartamentos of Risaralda and
4

. r

Quinda. *This is thought to give themra long sought parity

with Nlanizales, and to help all three of them by

eliminagng rivalries` end stimulating their growth.) The

Plan also mentions initiatives taken to integrate the,

country -by sectors such. as the supply 'of electric power,

greater' equality:of ethicacional Opportunity, more

0
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widespread distribution of ho-siSital services, and more
C

general promotion Of ,tourism.
.

..0

After making a very 'strong case against, the.
"disequilibrium" which it finds:prevalent, the.Plan.then

.;
.sfii5Ws'sonie.natural ambivalence as to what to do about it.

,... It saYs that the policies for regional development, or more .1-:--'

o .' . " .

.

properly, dispersed development, "must -be compatible with
.

the needs for'the-exPaiisioh o the.natiOnal economy; in

this sense, excOsive'diSpersion of investments could in
- ; i.

..
. . 4 .

,.

"..4 4the intermeaiate and in the lone :run- 'produce a stagnation'
. _ . .

of economic griwth, Jnethat excessive concentrhtion of

them could accentuate' the regional tthsp4rities, leading to

an inequitable distribution of the benefits of economi:c

development.." The Plan assumes that region]. disequilibria,
CIwill not he corrected 'spontaneously, an1.that the Govelnment"

- -.must intetvene with a coherent pol4.cy wnogepurpose would -

tbe he establishmen of ':what are the admissible r
4., .

:diequilibria which ould allow at the same ime g groWth
*.

.

of the national ecollbmy and the equitable distribution
. i

1

-

of the resultant so ial and economic benefits between

regions." .

Gena:al goarffAe directed toward the physical :
ti

integration of

integration by

regionsliy better communications, economic

the widening of markets'and the uSex.,of
.

linvestmenfincentives in regic1ls with "high,devel9pme t

potential," and socio-political integration. Specific

.
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goals include the'"irilirovement of the standad of, he

living in-the regions"; the orientation of rural-urban
,.

,

migration away from both the present largest centers

APO

.laild from areas of low economic potential in the inter-

'mediate cities, presumably with high economic potential;

the strengthening of the intermediate cities, i.e.; those

with from 30,000 to 100,000 pe ple and their conversion

into competitive industrial centers in order to "protect

and improve the urban network of the country, facil'tating

job creation n ord 'to moderate the 'migration TIOwto

the largest cities; the Strengthenir4of regionalcom,-

petition and efficiency in utilization of resources;

improvsment in the efficiency of social investments; and

a joint effort of the' public and:private sector."

The "Model.of Regionalization" is the Plan's con-
,.

ceptual basis for the policy it advances. The ,concepts have

their origin in an extension of Francois Perroux'S

/definition of growth poles. A great deal of `effort was

expended in the-national planning. agency to differentiate
.

--regions, and such regional variables as population, value

- added by manufactu value of checks cleared, number of

'hespital beds, enrollment in colleges and universities,

. and many others were analysed. Not unexpectedly, the

existing major growth-poles and the secondary ones were,in

correlation 1,4th the population of the larger and the

intermediate Cities. The areas of inflUence affected by
r- .

,1
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the grofth)(oles were mapped as areas of in-migration,

areas -of economic dependency, and areas of climatic and

-topographic similarity. These zones of influence were then '

matched against the established'and administrative

divisions of the country. With "gaps" in the urban

network identified, itiwould become. ossible to "strengthens
\ ,

or create the centers necessary tb'acdcmplish the goalssof J.
e

.

the urban and regional 'evelopment

I
1

`Re4ional plannin-areas were inacie. lagallypossib1e,
. 4

c

by 1968 amendments to the Colombian constitution. It now

re ds that "the divisions relative to...planning to

nomic and social development need not conincide with

,the general division" for political and administrative

purposes of the country. The Constitution also permits

"the law to establish diverse categories of municipalities
2

according to their population,,their Fiscal resources, and

their economic importance and to provide for a

differentiation in their administration." In accordance

with the provisions of the Constituticn cited the Plan

proceeded to define four regiones Mara la planeacion,

o i.e., planning regions, and suggest five additional

"pocgible regions." The nine'suggested planning areas
N

are phown on a map which appeared in the plan and which is

. reproduced in this report. They are necessarily con-
..> . r .

solidations of the existing de artamentos,.which are the

.Republic's political units, and they cut across existing
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)

departmental boundaries in the process of forming what the

4panners consider more logical planning areas.

To no one's surprise, the plan designates metro-

politan Barranquilla as the major growth pole. for its

proposed Costa Atlantica region, metropolitan Bogota as

that for its Central Re4ion, metropolitan Cali for its

Sur-Occidental Region, and Metropolitan Medellin for its

desigriated region of Noi.-Occidental. These four regions

have approximately sixteen milliorCpeOple, or more than.,

three-fourths of Colombia's total population. T1).e Plan

docuMent does not.identify-growthtvoles for the five

"possible regions" which it suggests but states that the
'\

selection of a growth pole for the region of Magdalena

\

Medio is under study. It would be surprising if the study

does not 4m-lect Barrancabermja (an oil town now approaching

#100,000 population) as the regional growth point.

No formal .propcfsal is set forth for the organization

of the regional planning areas, nor has any action yet been

taken th-m and make them operational.

The Plan lists six levels of cities in. its considera-
,

'tion of regional development. They are (and the reverse
1

order is the Plan's, not ours):

VI.. Metropoli Nacional, which is Bogota.

V. Metropolis de eq1111.ibrio, cities which can com-

pete-withthe national metropolis in development

;_,..terms, namely Medellinr, Cali, and Barranquilla.
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IV y Ciuddafts intermedias, which are the intermediate

cities that now recur in Colombian planning

usage, with populations of from 30,000 to

200,000.

II y I. Centro's Loales smaller urban places which are

intended_to "serve fundamentally in bringing the

benefits of economic and social development to

the inhabitants of the rural areas."'

The Plan also proposes reorganization of governmental

structures for metropolitan areas, a subject of considerable

interest:to,the Survey. We will discuss its proposals for

new legislation in a later section of this report when we

deal with the. quality; character, and administration of

Colombia's principal cities:

Granting that the Departamento Nacional de.Planeadion

has worked at a high professional level and stimulated a

special interest in the intermediate- cities, as will be

noted in th ubsequent discussion of international

assistant to urban and regional development in Colombia,

some important questions t9an be raised both as to its

theses and it-§-trecommended polioies. Colombia does have

disLe'3Lli.bria in its distribution of urban population

and economic development,, but absolute or even relative

equality betwben regions, cities, and even city neigh-
,

borhoods has not yet been achieved in either the developed

or developing world. Colombia is fortunate in that it
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has,four urban centers,of major strength, which have not

,:iat reached the-undetermined point where size itself puts
:

an' intolerable strain on theenvironment or produces

economic disadvantages through undue congestion, overload

on essential services, or social stresses attributable to

population mass. 'Bogota does not overwhelm Colombia, as

Lima and Caracas do their regpective countries. The

planning agency is wise, of course, in warning now against

the future, and its concern. 'as to the primacy of BOgota is

properly anticipatory of that future. Th intermediate

cities within the populatiAT 'grouping of l00,000 to 500,000

are, contrary to the implications of'the plaAning document,

more than holding their perCentage.of the country's total

urban population against the "big foun," and the number of

cities in this Cate ory is increasing; according to the

Plan's estimate, there will be twenty -three "free-standing"

(i.e:, no included in another center's metropolitandarea)

cities of more than 100,000n Colombia in 1975/ as against

sixteen estimated for 1970. And the same projections show

that three more cities will be so close to the 100,000 mark

as tb be added to it if there is only a slight positive

margin of error in the estimates,
10,

There are theoretical challenges which can be made to

some of the Plan's concepts: for one instance, if' the

national aim is the more equitable distribution of the

benefits bf economic development, geographic distribution
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and social distribution are pot necessarily identical and

4can be contradictory. For another, the Plan's identifica-
1

tion of growth poles as the seats of inalisttias motrices,

which can be translated as industries which promote

economic take-off in development terms, is cons

faulty by some Colombian specialists who would like to

see a more detailed analysis of the industrial base of

cities and a more sophisticatedmethodology of rating

i4dustrial variables. And there is, leaving theory

aside, a less than complete acceptance of the Plan's

stated policies for effecting the objectives set forth

\in its-modef.

Frankenhoff* urges that the regional development

policies of ColOmbia be limited in application to nmiddle-

sized 'cities related to the. major metropolitan centers and

to those few cities which offer specia1,1 icational advan-

tages for the production and marketing of
e-N

ertain produc ts,"

He recommends that "the formulation of a metropolitan

developtent policy be given priority." He is also-

critical of the major employment study sponsored by the

International ,Labor Organization (the Seers Mission study)

because in his judgment "major elements in the strategy

4

* Charles A. Frankenhoff..- "National Urbanization Policy
in Colombia." (Manu cript). University /of Puerto'
Rico, Rio Piedras, An Juan, August 19,4970.
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recommended by this stud are faulty because no effort was

made to relate their fndings' to tile. develoPrilefit - aspects of

the urbanization phenomena now existing in the country."

Frankenhoff, as we read him, argues for an urbalk.

regional strategy which would promote satellite cities in

the areas of influence of such existing major centers a

Bogota and "opportunity" development in those intermediate

[
8

cities which appear .(3 have special advantages. He says,

,for example, that there are "some_ 46 cities in the valley '..
. .

where Bogota is loCated. The industrial development of

Zipaquira or Facatativa might well relieve congestion in
.----

the metropolitan area. At present, the' C11,13*---ig developing

an extensive set of electric, water; and telephone services

in the valley which, together with a good highwly system,

could reduce the new residential pressures on B9gota

0 itself.", The "cities" which Frankenhoff cites 're actually

rather small settlements at present, which 'does not mean,

of course, that they are not subject to rapid growth as

, 1

satellite communities, if planning and investme procedures.

push them in that direction: Frankenhoff cite as an
1

urban complex with "clear locational advantages" the

Manizales-Pereira complex centered between Medellin and'

* CAR is the acronym for the Corporacion Autonoma Regional de la
Sabana de Bogota which deals with the area adjacent to
but not contained in the Districial. which governs
metropolitan Bogota. Frankenhoff expresses considerable
respect for this agency.

2
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Cali, and reasonably close to the port of Buenave4ura.

The Seers Mission *' in its d.i.scussion of the "rural-

urban balance" argues that "policiesneed to be a...vise&

and implemented to alter the hitherto prevailing trends

of migration and urban growth." It proposes a "functionally

,differentiated hierarchy of population centers" in which

there would be stLmulated village. settlement, linked to

small centers (11000.to 3,000 population) which would be

related to adMillistrative 'and market centers 16,000 to

10,000 people. It adds that !'the establishment of small

and Medium sized centerS,(say, up to 50,0001in population)
,

:: , .

(

toward the present rural frontier, linked by road to the
/

/ already populated Darts of the country, would help preyent

/ the emergence ot futur'e imbalances and act as an incentive
/

to accelerated sporitaneous--or partially' spontaneous -- rural
4'.

',colonization.", Its recommendations )so far add up," it
0

says, "to a plea for the considerable strengtheningof the

smaller towns--of those urban a -as, that is, which were

shown tolhaVe been left behind du r'_ng the last thirty

years.",

Recent

'Nacional de

changes'in the direction of, the Departamento

Planeacion, with the appointment of a new chisf
4

and number of changes, "may affect its program of

regional planning studies.'

* Seers, Dudley et. al. IalaerProreolombiaErrajme.
(tanuscript). Geneva,/ I.L.O., 1970.
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0

c
Our own view is that the DNP has done well. call

attenO.on tq the eed for regional planning and developmen-

. in Colombia, with a\conscious effort to diversity urbani7 -

tion and development `Spatially within. the country. We/Would

argue that its proposal for planning regions which

not coincide with politic al and' administrative boundaries

are unrealistic; we remain\pnconvinced that its pro osed

program of incentives and dilincentives to promote'region-

alization would, even if adopted as pubItc,spolicy, be-

decisive against the present hard factt..of to atonal

advantage. We consider that Colombia's urban pattern

a fortunatesbne. It has deVeloPed through historic

settlement, variations in local energies and aptitudes,

adaptation to climate and land forms, and a dispersed

- . .

pattern of natural resources. Wd would speculate that the

vigor of individual cities, competitive in their own

developmental actions and in, their claims against nation Al

resources, will be the most effective measure of varying

urban groWth.

We would, however, agree that a public policy

favoring investment in both' the infraOructure and the

productive capaqd.ty of intermediate cities would tend to

equalize development opportunities and serve as a catalyst
.

for the acceleration of prdcesses already taking place.

Colombia has, in our judgment, a strong base for the

accommodation qf its projected increase in urban population,



capable of absorbing benefits fiom planned national and
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regional programs but capable) in addition, of benefiting

from improvisation and pragmatic action as pr,eposd and

carried out in itsivarioui urban centers.

THE FLAVOR' OF CITIES

There a-re -stat-ist-ical-ind-ices--,- -and---these-survey reports

will necessarily use many of them, Which are important

in making judgments as.to the quality or urbanlife

.and the present and future shape of cities. But there are

also aspects of urbanism which are not subject to measure-
?

ment, but which exist in the-eye of the,; Beholder and in

the heart'of the participant. Strong cities have a

character, a specib.1 flavor, which is individual and

sometimes.eccentric, but which we believe to be important,

inmaintaining a city's will to live and prosper. We found

such flavor in those cities of Colombia which we were 'able

to-visit, and we consider that it should be noted as a

factor in the diversified urban' patterh.which Colombia now

enjoys and seems likely to perpetuate.

-

Medellin, for example, is a very special case--a

tight and tidy city, inc.astrial in character, with few of

the environmental scars we associate with industriai

communities, obviously well-managed and well ordered..

Medellin is a "second city" which, like the number two
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If

company which rents automobiles, appears to try harder; its

people-are famous for their work ethi6 and theii. city shows

.it. Medellin's development appears to have no locational

base except,that is is the centerof Antioquia. One writer

says:

The inhabitants of the Colombiari department of
Antioquia differ from qfher Colombians. The
Antioquenos themselve6, and.outsiders, have long
_reeognized the contrast. The precise natlire%of
the Antioqueno d,,tinctiveness, however,-has not
been clearly identified. -It is .often remarkdd
tha'tthese- people are self-confident, industrious,
proud of being' ntioquenos...The Antioqueno
proclivity for commercial and industrial.activity
is well-known; in Antioquia economic development
began earlier and has proceeded further than in
all other parts of Colombia. . Among other dis-
tinctive features, Antioquia 'is generally recog-
nized As the best-governed department in
Colombia -- although paradoxically Antioquenos
are .not known'ad\'politiciand.

Statistics also support Medellin's special character.

Its per dapita,public revenues are more than twice those of

4-Bogota, excluding payment for utility services such as

telephone and water, and almost four times those of

Barranquilla.**

Medellin is the Valle de Aburra's metropolit....1 area of

influence. A 1970 estimate of the metropolitan population"`

was" 1,400,0x0; a 1975 estimate is expected to be about-two--

million. Mee lin officially says of itself that after it
1

James L. Payne. Patterns of Conflict.in Colombia. New
Haven, Yale,pniversity Press, 19.

fr

** Plan de Desarrollo Economico Social 1970-1973.
.Capit lo V, Cuadro N° 3,

.4
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became the capital of.-Antioqdia in 1826,, "its consequent

growth, owing to,the vigor and tenacity of its inhabitants,

made ittfor many years the leading indudtrial city of

Colombia." It is still very close to Bogota in. the

annual total of- .value added by manufacture.

Medellin seems important to us as evidence that

,economic and physical analysis alone will not predict or

explain the growth of_,cities. Human energies are not

quantifiable be;fore the fact, and xi( index made on any

other basis would Have predicted the economic drive and

organizing ability of Antioquenos. Not ttiat they are

whollP without a sense of poetm they also describe

.their capital as "a city of eternal spring and the capital

Of flowers."
.10

Cali, which is Colombia's third city, has had a much.

more recent growth-and a much greater' quantum of foreign

investment. It struck us,.on the strength.of a rainy

porning'.s tour, as a city .still in its adolescence-.-somewhat

rough, touchy, unfinished. It-too has onemillionpeople

now, and will have 1,393,300** in 1975:

Barranquilla, Cartagena, Santa Marta are.dities of the,

Caribbean coast, a region of Colombia' distinct in charactei-

from the great inland river valleyS and from the Andean

* Plano Turistico de Medellin. Medellin, La Oficina de
y Fomentode Medellin, 1969. .

** These are DNP figures.

4
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. hills. The three ditiessare also themselves very different.

-

Bartanquilla is.a working town near the mouth of the

't

e

Magdalena, serving much the same-function in ColombiA as.New . '

*

Orleans did when the'Mississippiwas the. principal means
.

- .
\

of transport-int.) the interior of the ,United .States: By ..

,a co5 rAdence, Barranquilla, like New Orleans,. suspends
,,

.
1 t

work ior'Carnival, the .only.major Colombian city to do so: .

,

, . ,
P

Ve 'saw it on Mardi Gras; when it Was definitely not-a:
. .

.
.

working city:.Barranquilla has another element ofspecial

flavor: it is building' (we were told with 'public 'as well,
c ,

asch4rch funfis)a monumental modern cathedral 'which will
,.

. .

'rival Coventry in style and-we would judge--exbeed it 'in

size. v

A .

1

`Metropolitan Barranquilla,.had an estimated 1970 popu- ,

:%

7.1
.f ,

, . ;.

-lation'o4f '690,000 and it is projected at 1360,006 ii' 1975.. ..
* ' -

Unlike Barranquilla, Cartagena is not building a new:
..

,...

--,
4

cathedral. -It is restoring an oldDne. The city was.

founded in 1533, and construction of the Cathedral was

begun toward the close of the sixteenth century. In the

1920s, the Bishop of CArtagena decided that the Cathedral

was too drab yd old-fashioned; he decided to, do it over' in

pastels and. plaster. ,Now the Cathedral is beeqstripped:

down. to bare Spanish austerity once again, because the

Cartegenos have found that the flavor of their city; and

its value to them.ancrthe world, lies'as,Mudh wit in its -
. .

histOric walls.as it doeg'in the new Ma%onal petrochemical

/

\ .

is

S

k

)
. - .
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complex that has once again made Cartagena a very important

The city has strict rules now to protect the

Fbuildings and the character of,its old Centro.(which is

still very much alive as a business cer,Ner), The former

?.alace of the Inquisition is a museum an the headquarters
lJ

of the tourist office; the-hunicipat_adMinistration will

soon move into Ihecolohial. customs' house. A sense of
f z.-

continuity is appropriately.pres'efkred, while modern

CAtage06 spreads toward its beaches and its islands.

Cartagena's 1970 population was given as/about

3Q0,000; dt'is expected, to reach 380,000 in 1975. In

addition to historib preservation and modern industrial

development', the city is given to both the sacred and

the profane in other ways which add to its character.
.

Each year, on February 2nd, there is a pilgrimage to the

Convent of La Popa when thOusands of people carry candles

to the Virgin of the Candles whose shrine is at the

Convent which overlooks the city;, each year, in November,

Cartagena hasthe national beauty contest where Miss

Colombia is chosen. The ]otter ceremony will someday,

perhaps, be seen as more typical of the Santa Marta that

is to be. Santa Marta, the oldest point of Spanish

settlement on the mainland of South Aterica, is a rather

scruffy town of 132,000 people. It is very likely to

'become the urban focus for a new series of beach resorts

O
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which are rj.sing in the qheltered coves that lie east and

4est,of the city.. The setting compared to the Riviera;

the water and the winter climate are better.
May P

Ibaque is a music center for Colombia. Popayan is

the mother of pres.Rients\ as Ohio was when the United States

was a Republican country. The people of Pasto are the

butt of the nation's jokes.

The point of this; some of it trivial, is that

Colombia displays urban diversity in character as well as

in space; and that psychological as well as geographic

factors.shouldwork to7maintain the urban identities

(and hence the separate and comparable groWth) of

Colombials.latge and intermediate cities.

Megalopolis formation in Colombia is well in the

distant future.

The three Caribbean cities are nodeg that will one

day be connected by a major bridge. and a fast highway

system; but they are sufficiently distant to maintain their

identities and special functions. there will ba a line of

urban development from Medellin to Cali. at !s still in the

early stages of development. One professional urbanist who

.1 . .

has served as advisor to the President, believes'that the

westerly departamento of Choco will be a future development

zone with consequent urbanization. We might, working

purely from instinct, make a gambler's throw to suggest an

ii.,portant urban growth center at Cucuta-, on the Venezuelati
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frontier, at Villavicencio as the 'gateway city to the

easterly p ains, and--if a satellite city strategy is

adopted forlBogot.a--at various points on the Bogota

sabana and at Giradot.*

Bogota is, cf course, the piimate city of the

country.. As a metropolitan-city, it is expected to have

3,605,000 reople in 1975, ancl it Is no mean place.

METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT- -AND BOGOTA

Before camentingcon the urban quality of Bogota,

it might be appropriatetC, discuss briefly the roblems

of metropolitan government in Colombia, and the proposals

made by the national planning agency-to deal with them.

Bogota has been, as we said earlier, a Distrito Especial

since 1954, withNa'chief executive, functioning' from the

office of the Alcaldia Mayor de Bogota, who is appointed

by the President. and with an elected Council. as we have

also noted, the director' of the district's planning agency

believes that the boundaries .which seemed generously drawn

, less than two decades' ago now seem too restrictive in view

of the city's rapids and unanticipated growth. But for

* It should be noted that thiS is wild speculation, ready
for demolition by professional- who know Colombia far
better than we do.

41.
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immediate governance, Bogota does have a metropolitan

government with competent jurisdiction. It,is building

itself a new headquarters for that government, at a site

which will give it both practical and symbolic significance.

The urban and regional planners in the DNP find that

eight other cities (Medellin, Cali, Barranquilla,

Bucaramanga,.Manizales, Pereira, Armenia,.and Sogamosa)

must include their conjunctos urbanos, i.e., adjoining

-municipalities, if a true estimate of their urban population

and their strength as urban centers is to be statistically

presented. The national planning agency has proposed

legislation which would proliide. "general"'standards and

methods for the organization and function of metropolitan

ar,-,." As summarized in the Plan, the metropolitan areas.

would become what in American terms would be "bodieS

corporate and politic," with powers conferred upon them

to deal "with the execution of plans for the physical,

economic and social developmentof the metropolitan area
I

provision of common services to the municipalities

'contained within the metropolitan area, the regulationof

land' use and other aspects of urban ordA, and the provision

of technical assistance to contained municipalities."

The metropolitan government would be under-the manage-

ment of a Junta and a Metropolitan Prefect.,. With the

.approval of the Junta, the metropolitan government could

adopt plans and programs for area development, could approve

..,..er..
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theahnudl budget of proposed expenditures and anticipated

revenues. The Metropolitan Prefect-would be the chief

executive officer: he would direct, control and coordinate

the perfoymance and financing of. the agency, and from time

to time present project proposals to the Junta.

This proposed law has not yet been Adopted by the

Colombian Congress.

Congress has adbpted a law, Number 14 of 1969, which

controls the creation of new municipalities, in accordance

with the planning agencies view.that the multiplication

-of municipal governments is not "an instrument adequate

*for the solution of the, problems of local development."

This law as digested. in the Plan,'provides that such new

municipalities'as may be, created must correspond in their

boundaries to socio-economic units competent to carry out

integrated local development and have the capacity to

provide for such development, that they hayssufficient

population to be an "urban nucleus" exerting a "zone

of.influence," and that they have the capacity to provide

the minimums services which are expected at their level of

government.

The pattern of metropplitan government in Colombia

has obviously not yet reached its final form, but the

proposals of the planning agency indicate that the prob-

lems are understood and that structural changes in the

hierarchy of government are needed.

1
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They could have seemed strange proposals, indeed,

in Bogota'sformative years, The original city, founded on

August 6, 18, was a settlement of twelve -L-raw huts and

a small church. The "city" center then was the same as it
,

is now, for he huts were built where the Cathedral stands.

1

on the Plaza olivar. Two*yearS later, Charles V _acreed

that the small settlement should be recognized as .a "most'

noble and most loyal city"; some centuries latei, the

loyalties had f aged and the first grito de Independencia

from Spain was r ised in the city on July 20, 1810. It was

declared 'the capital of the Republic of ColOmbia on December

17, 1819.

The city; originally one of the many called-Santa Fe

by the Spanish sett ers in the Americas, was deep in the

interior, high on a lateau, sheltered by mountain ranges,

temperate in climate and surrounded.by the fertile and

well-watered sabana de Bo ota which is rich agricultural

land. It was healthy r the Spaniardsas it was above the

fever zone, an unhealth for the Indians after the

Spaniards came until the 'ndigenes had established their
.0

immunities against measles\and small-pox. The.city was

also wholiysafe from the raiders, from Drake to Admiral

Vernon, who-harried the Caribbean coasts of Colombia,

particularly' Cartagena, as pix'ates, buccaneers, and

organized naval storming parties.

There seems to be an element of chance in Bogota's

IT
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achievement of urban primacy 'in Colombia; it is not on the

navigable Magdalena but has been supplied, until the veil,

late coming of the railroad,*. by trans-shipment from such

river ports as pixradot; it is not the beneficiary of

unusual nature resources on which to form an industrial

base; it is n t at the geographical crossroads of Colombia.
C(

Apparently t e'selection of the city as the country's

capital a8s-red its future, and the momentum that usually

comes to c pital cities has done the rest.

To repeat the population figures, metropolitan

Bogota's ,1979 total was estimated at 2,540,000; in 1975, it

is expeq'ted to have 3,605,000. If its present 7 per cent

growth Arate is extrapolated, it will pass the five million

populadon mark in the 1980s. Tha will make it a very

large/city indeed.

It has thus far shown what seems to us a capacity to

met the stresses of rapid growth. It functions. It is

not a glittering city; its mood and its skies are somber;

it has no great vistas nor superlative p blic

The e is much good architecture of the pr sent -(4aridsome

fi$e elements of the past) but the :city_fels-, it seems

toius, to achieve either the unity of grand design ---or-tha---

careful attention to civic detail (which :an compensate

4 design deficiencies) which one would,have hoped would

.*1 A proper railway link to the Caribbeanwas not
( completed until 1961.. v(
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be within its grasp and in its potential for achievement.

This is especially true at Ciudad Kennedy, the

satellite city which had an injection of internation0:-

support from USAID programs, and which has now reached an

estimated population of 20 ,000. It is, not a satellite

city in a literal sense; at is, it is not separated from

Central Bogota by a green belt but 'will be ti fact a

suburban increment to the arbanized area of Bogota. We

found it depressingly drab and unimaginative. It lacked

focus, color, developed public space, community sense, an

internal center. It /ould be interesting, aIthdugh,

perhaps futile, to examine the reasons wily the project is

no better,than is: to find out, for instanceYwhether
17+

it was professional incompetence, or legislative restric-

tions, or lack of executive imagination and energy that

produced so commonplace a result. One is saddened by

the missed opportunity, and wonders if it is not too late

to make amends.

A city does not live, of course, by design alone.,

Culturally, Bogota is pleased to call itself the AC-ens of

Latin America, d while that claim may be'disputed, it is

4,g

the.crltural and communications center of Colombia.

Metabolically, the city's problems arethe usual ones of the

urban condition: refuse disposal, water supply, mass

transportation, sewage treatment (there is none), and air

pollution which is not yet a serious problem but wisely
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under study at the Distrital planninvagency.

, we will discuss housing for the urban poor later

in this report; now to Bogota's very interesting chronicles

of city planning.

PLANNING FOR BOGOTA

Bogota has not grown without the benefit of professiOnal
,

planning, It has a unique museum of urban development,

housed in 'a coloni41 mansion in the old central city,

whose,exhibits illustrate its growth from colonial times

to the present and show (1.n some cases using the original

drawings) the development plans that have been put forward

as guides to the city's growth.

The oldest plan is that commissioned by Viceroy

Espleta and executed by a Spanish enginer, Domingo,

Esquiaqui', in 1791. -EsquiaqtA was planning for a modest

city (by 1812, it had grown to 20000) but he set forth
.

.
,- ,,,....----

the gridiron pattern, emana-tIng fro the plaza mayor- -now

the Plaza Bolivar--,7which is still the basic element of

BOgota's stet add land development pattern today. The

1numbered /carreras and calles (avenues, and streets) have,,.-.

become'typical of urban Centers throughout Cdiumbia.
*2

Thenewest plan is hot yet on display, because it. was

completed only.in the fall of 1970. It is Phase I of the

Bogota Transport and Urban Development Stlidy, carried out by
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Freeman, Fox, Wilbur Smith and Associates and Restrepo y

Uribe Ltda., under the direction of the World Bank as the

executing agenCy for-Unitedations Development Program.

The planning firm of Freeman,. Fox, Wilbur Smith and

Associates is an Anglo-American partnership,gand Restrepo

y Uribe are Colombian planning consultants.

Bgiota has previously yshad German, Franco-Swiss, ar
/

AmeriGln planners, whose work is on display at the Museum.

and one of whom, Le Corbusier, is very famous indeeL.

'From 1791 until 1938, the growth of the city lids

guided by a series cf surveys and maps of various

sub - divisions-- urbanizaciones- -for the expanding capital.

\The state assembly of Cundinamarca resolved in 1919-20

that it was necessary for Bogota to be developed in a

manera,cientifica which would -take note of its commercial,

hygenic and aesthetic needs.* A Ge;man archi.eect, Rarl

Brunner, completed a development plan for Bogota in 1936

when the city's population was approaching 330,000. The

Brunner piaci continued the gridiron pattern, and did not

considdr the impact of traffic volume on the. operating

efficiency of the street system, an4 Brunner made little

provision for the future.growth of the city. His scheme

was essentially a downtown plan, which did not suggest

links with outlying neighborhoods, such as Chapinero

.

* Quoted in 1934 by Ing. Enrique Uribe Ramitez, chief
engineer. of the department of public works of Cundinamarca

. at that time.
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which had,already become an important adjunct to the city.

Given his limited vision of the future city (or perhaps

the constraints imposed by his commission)Ais plan had

surprising survival value in subsequent plans continuing,

his concentration on the gridiron pattern and the central

nature of the Plaza, Bolivar.

In 1945, as Bogotaibegan its great period of post-war

expansion, the Colombian'; architects tried their hand at
Iplanning the city`_. The Sociedah Colombiana de ArqUitectos

(SCA) plan, suggested the extension of several roads to

the north, with Carrera 7 as a main avenue. Expansion to

the west was also proposed, along Calles 6 and 13, and the

,Avenida de las Americas. A major SCA proposal was the

development of an urban cordon, which would be used to

delimit the extent of urban development. SCA propoSed

a relocation of the'existing line of rail so that it would

form a loop around the city and make a cordon sanitaire.

No development was to be 'allowed on the outer side of the

t:eacks. The proposal' was, however, unworkable; the

mountain rim of Bogota's eastern border, would not permit

rail construction or'operation on that side of the 6iby.

In.1951, the planners came to Bogota again, this

time in the person of Le Corbusier, Swiss-born but

Iessentially F ench in practice. Le Corbusier was invited

Eo replan Bogo fter the Logotazo as the great riot of

1948 is called, in which the rioters destroyed or damaged
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many buildings in the central city, near the Plaza Bolivar

Le Corbus er prepared.a.pilot plan for the City as a whole
1

and a detailed urban design plan for the central area
6

affected by the hogotazo. His work was followed by that ofi
e.

1

Jose Liiis Sert and'Paul Lester Weiner, then based in Newyr

York, who made their proposals in 1953. Le Corbusier was

their consultantv

Le Corbusier'e Plan PiLoto and the Sert-Weiner Plan

Elgulador, whatever their aesthetic and functional merits,

were both wildly wrong as to population projections. They

were predicated on the belief that Bogota would reach a

pulation of 1,500,000 by the yeai'2000; as noted, it;

passed the one million and a half mark in 1964; only ten

years after the planners' work was published.

1

The Le Corbusier-Sei.t-Weiner-effort, however; made
\

important contributions to the development

1

of planning theory

in Bogota. It recognized that urban growth was taking
1

place in a definite north-south direction, with growth \

potential to the:.zest linited.by the railroad lines and,

more importantly, by low-lying land that was subject to

severe flooding. Their plans expiated the existing

growth tendencies. To ehhance and protect those tendencies,

they proposed a gpmpact linear city in which housing den-
,

sities were increased within the urban perimeter, Which was

to, be defined by high' speed arterial highways.

'Theory and events have come into conflict, although
1

O
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some of the Le CorbusierSert-Weiner concepts stillhave

value in the much greater urban concentrationthan'they
l

were ablto foresee. T4pir error wa.so view iota asi

anisland in space, capable of internal planning withdut

regard for the numerous housing settlements Wiliclihad

.
,

---.e,.

even then grown up at the perimeter of the city, although '.

.not then included in administrative Bogota. These settle-r r '71 .
,

ments have since been brought into the Distrito
'

which.is metropolitan Bogota, and have necessarily been the
O

supject of expensive programs of infrestructe installation

and service.

Subsequent Bogotaplans of 1957 and 1961 Were the---

responsibility of the Departamento Administrativo de

Planeacion.Distrital. The 1957 plan Was formulated in

response to the creation of the special district, which

increased the il4risdiction of the municipal 'government of

Bogota by annexing the neighboring townships of Bosa,

Engativa, Pontibon, Suba, Usme, and Usaquen. The plan

suggested increased growth as an increment to existing.

developed areas so -that lower housing densities could

be achieved by such expansion. Its proposals aimed at the

full urbanization of the special district within its newly

set boundaries. The plan recognized the need for heavy

capital inveitment'in the infrastructure necessary to serve

growth areas. Its major signif4cance was'its acceptance.of

the spontaneous housing developments which had arisen

e
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outside the original city limits, d 're)Ognition;of'the

need to bring tkpminto the pityes.developmeht framewc;rk. :

'By 1961, growth to east and soxith-east had
-

brought about a semicircular for of'ddvelbpment around

t4 historic Center of Bogota. The 1961 plan inC6rporated

this previously uncontrolled sett..ement into its proposals
4

(a logical development' from the 1957 statement) and
s .

suggested an. increasingly dispersed pattern of industrial.

and.commercial zones,bringing them closer .to th6 housing

areas. It also proposed regional service roads for. such

areas:

The 1961 plan was a short-termplan, projected fcr

ten years, which provided essentially for an accommodation
.

to, and a development of, thegrowth tendencies which were
.

already evident. The an is significant in that it Is

the first Bogota plan ich went tieOnd physical planning

\
.

to include'a statement jon the pr able ,impact,'that Bogota's

economy would have on its physic 1 forme e..-g-b--,---hots7

increase in automobile ownership and usage, as g concom-

itant of economic growth, might 'disperse development to

increasing distances from the central city.

The economic issues are addressed at sor4 length in

the 1961 study Alternativap para elDesarrollo Urbano'de

Bogota D.E. published by the Centro. de Investigaciones

para el,Desarrollo of the Universidad Nacional de Colombia.

This considered the economic aspec.tS' ?f urbah

S.
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transportation, commercial development, land costs, and

housing production as bases for the development of two

alterhatives for the growth of Bogota. The.alternatives

are either increase(' density of development with restricted

boundaries or continued perimeter growth--obviously

planners for Bogota have, been taking sides on this for a

generation but perimeter growth has always won in the field

if not on the drawing board. This work is an early attempt

at a comprehens:=.ve plan which weaves the metropolitan area's

economic and physical elements into a coordinated planning

fabric. The study parallels much of the current work. at

the planning agency for the Distrito..2111...
Meanwhile, back at the World Bank and UNDP,

emphasis has again turned to physical planning. These

international assistance agencies are currently involved in

comprehensive planning for Bogota because the Government of

Colombia asked the World Bank for financial "support for

highway construction in the' Distrito Especial. One thing

led to another. -A traffic and transportation study was

needed as a basis for a loan; traffic and transportation

studies reguite-projections of the land uses which the

transportation system will be constructed to serve. Nor are

highways ii themselves now considered to be the only basiS

for transportation in a metropolis; mass transit systems

must also be review..1 for feasibility. And if you have a

mass transit'system, you must have a related road system to
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All of thiEl has brought about the Freeman,-Fox,

Wilbur Smith and Associates transport and urban development'

study, whibh is still another physical development plan for

metropo'itan Bogbta and which proposes still another set of

planning choices to guide Bogota's future growth. We meet

again the,oid altlernatives of increased density or

peripheral growth, with the refinement that peripheral

growth'IS projected-as alternately possible either to the

north or the west, \or to nodal development points separated

from the city by a system of green belts withheld from

development. I

The Distrital and the National Planning agencies are

now considering the first phase report'of the transport and

urban development study. If they approve a second phase,

there will be still another development plan for metro-

politan Bogota. At issue will be the quantum of social and

economic research and information which will contribute.

to the "comprehensive" qulity of the new plan.

THE HOUSING CONDITIONS OF THE URBAN PCM

In the survey report on Peru, we deal at some length with

the phenomena of the barriadas and the recognition that has

been slow in coming that such settlements have an essential

role in the transition from a rural to an urban society.
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'In the Colombia report we deal with a country which has a '

more cpmplex system of'urban adjustment (because it has

greater differentiation between its cities) and we find it

a convenient station in our work to diScuss a variety

of "popular" settlements and the place of the "popularJ
sector" in the developmellt of Latin Arni:r7.ri cities.

"Popular" in the direct pass e(-Trcm Spanish to

English which is'now common to L tin American urbanists
1
andergoes'a semantic change. It is hard to find an

English substitute which makes the leaning clear, but

the old phrase, now out of fashion, "the masses" seems

as close to it as any. The massesfare not the elite, of

course', nor the middle classes; they are the majority in

all nations'except those few which have reduced poverty to

the exceptional, rather than to the expected level of life.o
But being poor is also relative. Personal or family income

1

are not the sole indicators of the general welfare of the

masses-- access to educational opportunity; the Ot6rship of

property, no matter how little; the degree of social status

and the sense of participation in the community.and national

life; the possibilities of upward o..-,even latteral mobility

are all factors which affect the "popular sector" and the

definitions hich are used in relation to it.

It is generally agreed that development is more than

.61e absolute increase in a nation's GNP; it is also the

process of distribution which carries the benefits of such
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increase into the society and brings to it both,the sense of

goals fulfilled and the realization of goals yet to be

achieved. It is also commonly-accepted that there is a

strong correlation between urbanization and development,

because economic growth both requires and accelerates a

shift from the traditional countryside to the energizing

urban environment. It is important therefore, in con-

sidering the general processes of development, to Under-

stand as best we can how these companion processes of

developmenst and urbanization are,affecting the masses, or

the "popular sector," or (leaving all euphemisms aside) the

urban poor.

It is.nacessary also to be clear as to what is meant

by ''popular settlements." In theory, these can be defined

as those parts of 'a city where poor people live, but in

,realityisuChareas are not wholly inhabitated by people

: of "lOvincome," nor do all people of "low income" live in

them. When we are talking of the "popular sector" as a

/segment of the population we must be aware that it is not

homogenous (or if it.is, the homogeneity is very diffibult

to identify), and that when_we talk of "popular settle-

ments," we must note that they too are not what a biologist

would call a pure culture. Neither in theory nor in

practice art such settlements homogenous.

Simply, not all people who 'ive.in "low income" areas

have low incomes, and in the Latin American context, whe/c.
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there is a very numerous live-in servant class, all people

with residence J.n."high income" areas are not well off in

terms of income.

This last.point ig made clear in Colombia where in

the .2good" residential areas, the service population is at .

least 20 per cent of the tot-el, and where studies show that

a large. number of people in !'low income" areas may have

income., well above what was assumed to be "typical" slum

level. In Cali, researchers classified the city's )neighbor-

hoods into five "socio-economic levels"--tipper, upper middle,

middle, lower middle and slum--on the basi'd-of a presumed

"a priori ecological differentiation." The investigat6rs

found that 84 per cent of tht. families living in "slums"

had incomes above what they had defined, ag'ain a priori, Is

typical slum income of 500 pesos, or 25 dollars, a month.

They found similar disparities in 411 of their ecological

zones.*

Some urbanists in Colombia use a more precise measure

than total income in defining the popular sector: 'subsistence

levels. 'The subsistence level is what the family must

spend on food, which can be,as much as 85 per cent of total

income. The variation between this level and total income

* Michigan State University-Cauca Valley Corporation.
Makket Coordination in the Develcriment of the Cauca
TJITTTRZTEEDE, Co o ia. Researca Report N . Lansing,
Michigan State University, 1970. Table 2.14, p. 52.
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is then what the family has left to obtain access to the

other variables of total welfare. In a study being carried

out at the Centro de Investigaciones para el Desarrollo at

Bogota (CID), it has been observed that the pattern of con--

sumption changes substantially only when income rises to

three times subsistence level. ,An estimate of subsistence

level for a family in Bogota is accepted at 750 pesos

($37,50) per month Three times,that amount is 2,250 pesos

($112.50) a month. The "popular sector lies within that

range.

,
In defining popular settlements, we must co:Isider two'

,

basic situations:

1. That of those families which do not have the
V

resources to buy:6r rent a "standard" (i.e.,'a,

house for sale or lease in the commercial

market) house, and th.refore rent a TO= in such '

a house, which will have varying standards of

quality: These families may also participate

in an "invasion" of land to which they have no

title but proceed to build their own shelter, or

buy a lot in an illegal sub-division, or gain

occupancy of a house in a publicly subsidized

project; .

2. That of those families which, although they have

higher incomes, take any of the courses described

above, or acquire a lot in a legal sub-division.

ig 7
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The permutations of these situations produce five

recognizable typeg' of popLar. sectof settlement in'

Colombian cities: 0

1. Inquilinatos: 'These are single family housing

Structures that are sub-divided into dwelling

spaces for two families or more. Typically, ,each
Ata

family lives in one or two rooms, And shares such

basic domestic services as the cooking area,

washing area, bath, and toilet facilitiesVith

other families. Inquilinatos are usually -con-

centrated in the central city areas, as the result

of the conversion of older houses, often in bad
/ . .

repair, ,but may also be found'dn houses built in

illegalllegal sub-divisions, invaded areas,, public

projects, end, indeed, in any'area where municipal

regulations are not strictly enforced.

2; Irivasiones: These are ssttlements'oreated throygh

the illegal occupancy,-initially by amass ve-
/

ment, of public or'private land. Families.in such

invaded areas build their own hs.iuses, sometimes

with the help of neighbors or with the employment

of skilled workers who execute the more difficult

parts of the construction. Invasiones are usually

found in peripheral areas of'oities, or on land
.

not suitable because of location\or topography

for development in standard economic terms.
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3. 1.2tbliznLaLEItaa: These are illegal sub-

divisions, i.e., land which has not been aproved

for devplopment according to law and municipal.

regulations. They are usually found on the out-

skirts of the city, .and, plots of land withiri them

are sold by the owners without regard to lavi and

in the knowledge that proper municipal services

may not be provided. They do have access roads,

though these are often unpaved and not graded or

scrap.ed.

4. Public housi a_.,n-rojectsfor..___12Lefailow-incoinilies:

These,too, are usually at some distance from the central

city, because of lower land costs inperipheral areas. A

large element of self -help, i.e., a contribution of con-
,

struction materials and labor by the occupant is injected

into many of these' projects. Such publicly sponsored Pro-
.

jects are increasingly being planned as "site and service"

schemes in which the lot,is provided with infrastructure

such as water: supply, sewerage,' electric power, and access

ro&ds, but the occupant provides the major shelter elements.

5. Urbanizaciones populares: These are legal subdivisions

where the purchasers of lots are expected to be families

of low income. Standard services are expected within a,
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statedtime period, but do 9t differ greatly in

appearance from the pirate sub-diisions or from

invasion reas which haVe'had Ate to consolidate

themselves.\

Invasiones are not all alike. Some invaded areas are

provisional only in tha\t they do not improve over time into

permanent areas bf settl mentl This is because the areas.

are too small, or becase they are on land 41.ich.is too

central in location and too strongly committed to what in

American real estate slanguag 'called its "highest and

best" use. Other urban invsibnes are progressively

improved and become 5ecognized and enduring neighborhoods.

In intermediate cities, and sometimes on the edges of large

municipalities, the invasiones assum a semi-rural character,

in that the plots are large enough to permit some subsistence

agriculture.

',Colombia's cities vary in the degree to which they

have been affected by the various forms of popular settlement.

Bogota, fbr instance, has had few invasiones but has many

and extensive urbanizaciones piratas and.inquilinatos./

Cartegena has clusters df invasiones, one of which, at the

approach of,the .ialled city, in the process of clearance

and renewal by the Institute de Credito Territorial.

/)CID has investigated the sixteen largest cities of

Colombia to determine variations in housing patterns. The.

organization Used the housing data gathered by the 1914
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census, which may no longer be completely indicative, because

of'the rapid growth rates of the Colombian urban centers.

But
A
there are some surprises. Barranquilla, for example;

had a higher than average'number of indiVidual houSing

units, owned by their occupants and provided with the

basic public services of water supply, sewerage, and

electricity. The hasty observer, on his.way to theferrY,

slip and its surrounding shacks, would not have guessed

this`to be-true. Cali and Santa Marta were aboVe the

national average in housing quality, but beloi4' in basic

services. Santa Marta looks scruffy once the visitor

leaves its water- front, and evidently it is. Bucaramanga,

Mohteria, Cucuta have a higher percentage of shacks than

the ntional average (the ratio calculated is that'of

temporary structu'res as against'solid buildings) but 'score .

well in services; Cartagena and Neiva had the same high

percentage oaf temporary structures but' did not service

their housing as ; .iell as the preceding cities. ..

PI
Bogota and Iba" had-more

, than the national average'
1

of solidly 'built multi-f ily units,and.met or exceeded

. the national average in services; MedelliW, surprisingly,

had permitted a greater degree of,dilapidation in its' '

inquilinatos. Mani3ales, Pereird, and Armehii had multi-
-

family structures in similar percentages to Bogota, Ibague,

1

o

fl
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Instituto de Credito Territorial, which is responsible

at least 60,000 new housing units annually to meet the

'demand generated by new family formation.** This figure

does not'take into adcount the desirable replacement of

unsound existing dwellingS, nor does it make allowance

estimate.is low. Usin the census'definition of '1Urban"

and Medellin, but mere deficient in services.*

for the shift of population to the urban centers. The-'

for Colombia's public s ctor housing, believes that this .

that beteen 19.70 and 1975, new urban families will lob

formed at an average annual rate of 162,000, which

(all settled places o 1,500,Population),.ICT suggests

With its current population growth, Colombia needs

/.

[7i]

t4,

(makes a.total of 810,000 for the five year Period.

1

The trend will accelerate, 'asNthe compainding .of annual

'increases must suggest,'in the-five year period froM

1975 .to 1980, when there will be (according to the

,projections) more than a million new, family formations in
44

urban settlements, averaging 213,000 per year.***

According to the same ICT ,,ource, the most optimi'stie

.
.

* Valenzuela,,Jaime G. y Jorge Rodriguez G. Situaciones de
Vivienda Urbann Colombia, 1951-64. Bogota, Unive,--
sidad Nacional, CID, 1971.

** IDB'Socil Progress Trust Fund Ninth Annual Report 1969.
Socio-Economic Progress in Latin Ameriea.1, Washington,
D.C.I.Inter-American Development Banc. -March 6, 1969.
p. 274.

*** ICT. Boletin de Estadistica N° 4. Bogota, ICT, 1969,
Cuadro le 6.
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projections of increase in the housing.supply will leave

urban Colombia wittva,housing deficit'of 1,200,000 units

in 1980. , The present deficlt is place4:at 539,000. This

estimate assumes that the annual number of housing starts

will, in 198'0, exceed tL. present rate'by 58 per cent, with

the private sector increasing its addition to the housing

supply by 75 per cent.

. Table I presents the past, present, and estimated

futu e urban housing needs in Colombia. (It,shbuld be

a

reme ered that'this table, as all ICT information cited,

uses Ithe,censusc'dfinition of."urban").
I

TABLE I

National' Urban Housin DefiCit (060's): 1951-1 86
to

Year

4

Urban
Families

Annual Construction Units in
Housing
Stock

Urban housing
Unit Deficit

ICT
Units

Other
'Units

1951 772.2 -1.2 17.6 660.3 111.8

1964 1,674:2 8.5 54.5 1,344.1 -330.1

1970 2,380.0 19.8 NI 82.5 1,840.0 539.9

1975- 3,190.7 17.5( ,111.0 2',371.2 819.5

1980 4,277.5 17.2 (144.3 3,035,0 1,242.5

Source: ICT. Boletin de EstadistiCa N° 4. Bogota, ICT,
1969 Cuadro N.6i 6.

he ICT estimate of housing deficit is subject to

some reduction in that many new families will live with

relatives or rent quarters i!ri existing housing. It is also

A
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I
an estimate 'by rule, rather than by fact, in that .houses

which 'are presently incomplete, or whigh are dilapidated,

or which are over-crowded, areAtoUnted in,thesdeficit,

but are subject to imprpvement by,their2occuPants, thus

reducing the deficit to some degree. This does not meat

1

6 that the figures are not Arr index of need, nor hat a sharp

rise.in housing standards and expectations would not

increase rather t*-1 diminish them:
4

In response to the demand for housing, ICT's programs

have produced'more than 144,000 units.since the agency was

founded in .1942'. The- main thrdst of its effort camp in

the decade of the 1960s; when'' IDB and USAID guarantee

programs became available and were wide y used. The ICT

programs have a wide range in the character ofthe housing

which the agency assists, in the financing mechanisms which

it employs, d.in the loan terms.gxanted to .the purchaser.

The Inmtituto has four major programs for infrastructure

development and community development and nine separate

programs which support housing construction. Two of these
s

programs--direct construction and assisted self-help

housing--account for 75 per cent- of ICT's housfng volume.

The-volume is shown on the following page.
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TABLE II

ICT Hous'ing Volume:. 1942-1968

-Pro ram /.77i- 04. W of Total

TOTAL 140/
.

Direct Condtruction 44. , 3172
r .

Self-Help 62,372 44.24

Shared Finance 15,437- 1 7.14

. Loans tdLot Owners 9,888- -7.02

Tugurio Improvement 1.63

Other Schemes 6 250 4.44
A

Source: InfOrmtion in a'letter from \Rafael V.Stevenscin, .

ICT, May 20, 1970,

Although the two.major'progr s are (in; the natare
, .

of publid activities) nomin allirori nted to lbw-income
,

families, the 66-i-ikkaints. of cost;-- arid, i.nfkadtructure,,
\

and construction--make it very difficult' )reach the

lowest income groups through ICT-supported action. The

'direct construction programs, for example, supply housing

units which range from $1,750 to $4,500 in stated-cost.

Down payments average $800,, and the units are financed on

fifteen year repaymnt terms at 14 per cent' annual

interest. The income range 'to qualify under these programs

is from $120 to $175 in monthly earnings.

Incoh.e data are elusive in Colombia but it has been

eJtimated by ICT itself that "a shocking and growing nuMbe----

of our people receive monthly salary of lass than 600

.

2

.4
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pesos," i.e., $30.*

Income figuredeveloped by Urrutia and de Sandoval**

sup?ort the ICT statement, in that they show ti.. in

Sedellin and Meiizales, the percentage of families with

monthly incomes below $40 is 36 per cent and 62'per cent

respectively. In the same cities, the percentage of

families which might be eligible for participation in

the ICT direct construction program would be about 20

per cent and 10 per cent respectively. Obviously, the

direct construction program does not pPLetrate deeply

into ,:olombian society, for the simple reason that too

few people have incomes high enough to permit them to

participate.

The self-help program tries harder, and does better.

Under this sceme, ICT provides developed land, building

plans, materials, and technical assistpnce. The cost of

a finished unit comes to about $1,400,'1 financed on terms of

repayment' in twenty years at an annual interest rate of

10 per cent. With a down payment of $150 and monthly

carrying charges of $12, theSe units, according to ICT, are

within the financ4a1 capacity of families whose incomes

range from $50 to $857month.

*, ICT. Vivienda Desarrollo Urbano. Bogota, ICT, 1969.

** Uriltia, Miguel M. and Clara Elsa V. de Sandoval.
Distribucion de Ingresos Urbanos ara Colombia en
MT7--Bogota, CiD, 1 0.
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The sad fact is that even ICT's self-help housing

does not meet the needs of the very numerous fraction of*

Colombia's population who earn only enrugh to suppl them-

selves with the basic necessities of daily life, princi-

pally food. No housing program can do so, unless there is

a break-through, not yet foreseeable, in the costs of land;

infrastructure, construction, and interest rat

conversely, in the income level of the /urban masses.

ICT does not forecast an increase in its activities.

It was, responsible for 20,000 housing starts in 1970; in

1980, it projects that its programs will be responsible for

Dnly 17,200 units. Its share of the development of urban

housing in 1970 was 20 per cent; in 1980, it will drop to

10 per cent.

There are several possible; reasons for this decline.

It cold be that private'huilders arf_t expected to take over

much of the program,, or that the market which ICT has found

will be exhausted if incomes do not rise, or that ICT is

itself unable( to foresee the financing sources it will

require to mee':. increasing demands for the subsidies it

pays to keep down interest rates. It is also likely that

that the decline reflects increased investment in infr

structure projects for low income barrios, which would not

add to the count of housing units constructed.

ICT has put 60 per cent of its program activity into

the largest cities (Bogota, Medellin, Cali, and Barranquilla)
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and 33 per cent in the intf..rmediate cities which have

populations of more thal 100,000 but less then 500,00.0.

Seven per cent of the program has gone to smaller com-
.

munities. It would be a fair guess, but only a guess,

that ability to pay has been the unacknowledged criterion

of 1CT.investment. It is evident that income, and hence

demand (assisted perhaps by superior organizing abilities

and executive energies) have served to concentrate the

ICT progra 1.

Public housing programs in Colombia will have to be

reappraised and re-directed if they are to be directed

toward regional development,as one objective, and at

specific application to /ow/income families as another.

This is easier to write that to perform.

Whatevbr may be the s ort-comings of the ICT,program,

the 144,000 dwelling units/which it has constructed have
_

brought-improved housing to 21:5,000 ColombiAns*--a figure

which exceeds the total present population of Barranquilla.

It has meant visible and enduring improvement for the urban

environment ofithe cities in which it operateS.

TOWARD AN URBAN REFORM LAW

The word "reform" is subject' to many meanings. Senator

* The average urban farr4ly size in Colombia is 5.8 persons,
according to the 1964' census.
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Roscoe Conk ling, a snarler in the 'grand. the

embodiment of.machine politics, once snarled that "when..

Dr. Johnson definea 'patriotisM' as 'the last refuge of

a scoundrel' heorgot the patent/al `of the word 'reform'."
5.

(

Reform in its North Ameridan context usually means a mild

change in the direction toward which all "right -- thinking "'

citizens would wish to go. In it Lr Eire Ameirican context,

it iS More likely to be charged with emotion! and convey a

sense-of radical, if not revolutionary aOion.
,

true to its sen-se,of public concern with urban affairs,

has a hiStOry of proposals for Urban land reform, With a
. j

bill presented by the present administration as. 'the_

latest effort' to shape urban land po......des to fit desired

goals in ulAb'an land

.Pedro Pablo Morcillo* has described st efforts at
. /

A"urban refgrm" in Coiombia. A bill Was'intro 'ced in

1966which desei.yedly failed. As Morcij.lo rightly says,

"it fostered the belief that housing is subjetlt- to expro-
Ct

priation, leading to a contractia in construction acitivity

due to the risk of investing in housing which -ight later

be expropriated. Since a socialized economy was not sub-

stituted for the present system of private property, the

effect was counter /productive, as it is obvious that no one

would wish to buiid only to have the investment expropriated

* Morcillo is a professional urban planner who is now an
advisor to President Pastrana on public administration.

/

Amommoommirimilso.
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i d
at a later date. Thus dependence on the private economy

ff

i

.

.

continued, 1,1.1t a private economy threatened with expro-
I \ _,I

I

/
priation." i

A second urban reform bill as introduced in 1969.

It also faded of passage. Morcii do does not lament its

failure because he believes thatithe country needs a

'Comprehensive series of act: dealing with the follwing:

it Municipal aspects,_ both administrative and

financial;

2. Physical development/and land ownership;

3.' Financing of housin0

4. Regional development;

5. Training of specialized personnel for municipal

planning and administration.

The Gover7ment ,introduced still another urban reform

bill on October 22, 1970, which is not of the comprehensive,

AirzlIcter which Morcillo evidently would prefer. The

specific objectives of the legislation were;
le- V

a.' to reform the structure governing urban develop-
;

ment so;that the use o urban land is in accord

with the country's social needs;

b. to provide housing and,govsernwental services to

Colombia's "popular sector."

The bill now proposed will uacubtedly be substantially

amended in the Congress, where it will require a two-thirds

majority (as does all le,gislation) to be adopted. The

F.
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legislation proposes rather complicated tax penalties as

means of diverting construction from luxury to lower

income housing and as a means for forcing owners to develop

under-utilized urban lane.

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE

Colombia has consistently sought both technical assistance

and financial support from international agencies, which

1/
.

/seem to regard Colombia as a favored-area of operations.
e

/ It has had, in spite of sporadic internal violence, the
A

enduring party truce called the National Front which'

/ constitutionally provided for sixteen years' of political

.

stability, and it wasan early convert to the institutional

structures/for planning and development wh:ch international
I

assistance agencies find comforting: The World Bank'has
/ .

,

/ ,i'eecteda consortium of assistance agencies which had the
i

/ mission of helping Colombia find' external, support for its

1 development Plans. The country was an early ana eager

participant in the Alliance for Progress and Alberto Lieras

Camargo, one c' ,olombia's fc,rmer presidents/had been for

seven years Secretary General of-the O. -alfization Of

American St-tes% Assistance from th'alUilitpd States has

been welcome,' including a substantial Peace Corps presence

when that program was in.acwer, and the Agency for Inter-

4ational'Development continues to operate a country program

out of Bogota. International planners-who have worked in
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Co7orqbia include such well-known pe7sons as David Lilienthal,

Le Corbusier; Lauchlin Currie, and Dudley Seers.

Our-interest, however, is in'the contribution which,

international agencies are making to urban and regional

planning and development. USAID is presently negotiating

a loan of $24,000,000 to assist Colombia in the development

of its intermediate cities. The Departamento Nacional de

Planea ion has been much interested in regional develop-

merit, as noted, aid the role of intermediate cities is

obviously an importalt one in regional planning.

The current USAID loan proposal, included at'the time

of writing in the country field submission for Fiscal 1972,

is a major charee of direction for USAII5,,* The amount

represents one-third of the loan funds programmed fc

Colombia and is therefore important in money terms. It is

also iMportant in terms of doctrine, and, if judged success-

ful, maywell have an affect on USAID policy throughout the

world. -

Ace. 'ing to the USAID submission documents, the pur-

pose or the lo,.1 will be:

to assist in redire,ting migration away from the
four major cities of Colombia through job
creation and muicipal infrastructure improvement
in intermediate cities; to improve livihg cor-
diti-ms in the four major cities through

* Subsequent revised submissions vary as to the loan amount
and the Colombian agencies involved, but the broad
objectives and implementation strategy of the proposed
program remain substantially unchanged. (ed. note).
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extension of public services to low income areas;
and to improve local and regional planning
capacities.*

The borrower of the USAID funds will, of course, be

theGovernment of Colombia, and the implementing agencies
( I

will be:

1. Fondo Financiero de Desarrollo Urbano--a redis-

count,aine in the Bank of the republic which

finances municipal infrastructure improvements

from the sale of its own bonds.

2. Fondo Financiero Industrial--a rediscount line in

the Bank of the Republic that finances small and

medium industrial developMent froffi the sale of

its own bonds.

3. Departamento Nacional de Planeacion--the national

planning agency already discussed in this survey

paper.

4. Fondo Nacional de Desarrollo (FONADE)--the agency

in charge of feasibility studieS.

In order to stimulate, the construction of urban

i.04'astructure, the load wiLl'be directed at promoting those

pro4rams which can be ade self-liquidating through t

widely used valorization technique. Valorization is,form

of benefit assignment against properties which have

received such improvement as water lines, sewers, and

* USAID. "Urban/Regional Development Sector Loan". Country
F eld"Submission FY 1972 Colombia. p. 28.
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street paving. The central golvernment wil ke available

the initial funds.which'municipalities may use for valoriza-
,

Lion programs; with support from the USAID loan, the amount

available would be scheduled to increase from $16,800,000

in 1970 to $47,500,000 in 1975. The hope is by that-time it

would be a self- sustaining revol(ing fund, meeting new
..

demands from repayments. The national planning age cy

estimates that the r4guirement and absorptive capac ty of1

Colombian cities for water supply, sewerage, and street 1

paving projects is $50,000,000annually., It is estimated

that half this amount can be financed by valorpation..

It is also proposed that the USAID loan will assist

in the creation of eight new municipal banks, operating at

the level' of the departamento, by the end of 1972. Such

barikswoLd,be modeled on IDEA, the Instituto de pesarrollo

de Antioguia, which makes loans and provides technical

assistance to municipalities for the construction of all

types of public works. The Antioquian experience has been

,Fry sLccessful, width a 100 per cent co:apletion'redord fot

the prciacts Which received loans and a 95 per *It repay-
,

ment to the Instituto.

tThe
MAID pror,osal contemplates assistance to 'the

aatinnal government in financing similar municipal

development banks in the clepaLtamentos of daldz,s, Boyaca,

Santander, Norte de Santander, Huila, Tolima, Valle, and

Sucre. These departamentos have about one-third of the
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I
country's total population,. There is a caveat in the-

,

USAID consideration of this( however, in that there is some
.

i I
discussion in the national government of setting up

municipaLbankt in each of twenty-two departamentos and

/territories. We would agree with the cayeat--such .

dilution of effort would probably vitiate the program.

The USAID proposal also would provide additional

credit for industrial development by making it possible

to increase the capitalization of the Fondo Financiero

Industrial from its 1970 level of $11050,b00 to S29,750;000

in 1975. The portion of this allocated to loans in the

intermediate cities would increase from 20 per cent in

4- 1970 to 40 per cent at the close of 1972.

The USAID program would iive financial assistance

to newly formed Regional Industrial Dev opment Inttitutes

and stimulate the creation of more.of them, with the target

figure set at from six to eight. A presently functioning

e4ample of this type. of organization is the Fundacion

para el Desarroll6 Industrial del Valle (FDI). This

agency, locally based and organized at Cali, carries out

studies to identify problems impending industrial groWth,

explores possible solutiolis to these problems, and analyzes

overall induqtrial growth poteial.

The USAID.loan will n.s6 he used to improve the

capability of municipal, departmental, and-public:service

corporation policy units to perform their du ies. Under
,

--
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this target, a suitable institution will be selected to

design and conduct a series of short courses'for the

personnel of such-agencies; att.-Of-country training will

be provided for selected s ff in economics, public adminis-

tration, and city planning 1 ading to M.A. and M.P.

degrees; hnd a revolving fund would be set up .to finance,

on behalf of departamentos and intermediate cities,

"studies of various types including general plank, pre-
.

feasibility studies, project design and valorization

studies."

. These proposals are Aot yet in final form, and

obviously, therefore, no loan agreement has yet been'con-

eluded'. There will probably be some variations in the
11

program as finally agreed upon.. But working from the

propesals,'it is possible to discuss its plailosophy,

contemplated procedures, and probable re:

4

Ad the project is presently conceived, there would be

reason to question whether it is as'sharply focused as it

miOt be. If its purpose is to promote evelopmerd in the

interipediate cities, while progress in the cities of more

than 500,000 is left to existing instruments, it can be

argued that it shoulu'dothat and only that. As the project

is now written, the funds can be 'expended bpth in the

largest cities and in the smalles',:. hamlets. IDEA, for

instance, has made loan tomore than ninety of the 105

municipalities in Antio uia; it is hard to see how newly



'established banks can avoid tIe same pressures and

the same necessitieg.

-
It will take either iron determination on the part

of. the aiiRifging agenciesor an iron-clad agreement

negptiated by USAID to direct the augmented funds made

available to the Government of Colombia and its agencies t

the intermediate cities thdt are its projected target.

Granting.that this mic htube done,) the additional funding

will be 'availabie to all of the intermediate cities, which

may number from sixteen to twenty-three over the expend-

iture,period of the loan, if the figure of 100,000 popula-

"tion is employed. The scale of deN'relopment assistnace to

a particular city would be established by the operation

of a .free market, i.e., funIdg.'woula be directed to those

cities which demonstrate the greatest capacity .to claim .

and utilize them.. The spat of assistance would thus be a

furction of the entrepreneurial skills of administrators

and civic leader's in any single city.

This` approach -to the distribution of funds has been

the subject of much discussion among urbanists in Colombia

and in th international assistance agencies. At issue

the posSibility that the loan-funds will be distribIlted

so thinly' that the critical mass of invettmerk' needed to

achieve a spurt in development will not be reached in any

.one city, except as the loan funds supplement otter more

strongly funded - efforts: It can be,, and is argued, from an
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altoge her different point of view, that those cities which

alre- y haye alligh level of absorptive capacity will take

the ion's share of the funds (by acting most.-agressively

to obtain' and use them) iless the program to improve

1 cal planning managerial ability is very rapidly
- (

ffective in the weaker cities. We would be more concerned

/ with the first possibility, which is the objective of the

/ program, as we understand it. The aim is not equality

/ of growth among, a class of cities but tle stimulation of

opportunity planning and opportunity action in those

intermediate communities best able to respond.

Experiene will be the ultimate arbitrator in this

debate. But it is clear that the relatively 'flaplete set

of operating, planning, and executive agencies which now

exist in Colombia will make it possible for the USAID

proposal to bebme. effective, if its terms and its amounts

are-sufficient to .add significantly to the ,urban strength

e

already shown by the intermediate citil in Colombia.

The effectiveness /If this secto loan as ultimately

negotiated and executed may well have a boad impact on

the type and scale of urban assistance in future USAID

programs. The agency's past involvem4nt in urbaner.atterS

has been limited, with few exceptions, to Project planning

for specific urban centers, housing, and related infra-

structure. It is the view of some staff memebers at

USAID, Washington, particularly the urban sp 'alists
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within the Technical Assistance Bureau and the Bureau for.

Latin America,' that the loan propOsal for Colombia might be

a prototype for future USAID programming in urban develbp

ment.

USAID an the Colombian Government have, made an

initial cooperative effor,t iq regional Planning and devel-'

opment.. Four'studieS, financed. through AID grants, are

in Progress. They deal with migration flows, the marginali,

cost of urban infrastructure, and the existing constraints'
.

on the expansion of industry and infraucture. A"

"intermediate" cities. Americarf specialists are carrying

out the studies, which will be completed in 1971. The

client is the Departamento Adminitrativo Nacional de

.Planeacion, which will Use them in ddVeloping the national

investment budget for,1972, and in- its, annual up-dating of

the current three year, plan.*
,

. -

There are,.of course, other internatiOnal assistance
.

6

agencies working in Colombia, that are concerned with urban

problefils and P'rograms, but for,orderly pregress in this

section of the report, we will continue 4ith USAID
2

l
i

experience. Therb was a small American.involvement in the

planning process at Cali, where USAID assigned four .;

) t --
, , .

advisors to the planning ag,hoSr for relatitrely brief terms
.

).

of service.` There are conflicting reports as to their

'4 '*'

. $

$

,

.

.

* Plan de Desarrolqo Economico Sooial1970-1973.

/
N
o

.

.

'

*3.

t..,
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effectiveness.

USAID has supported housing programs in Colombia,

both directly and through the Foundation for Cooperative

Housing. Its investment guarantee program has committed

800,000 to housing projects, and its loans to the

Government of Colombia have totalled $19,500,000.

According to AID's reports, the direct loan program helped

to finance 22,000 housing units, largely under self-help

Supported by USAID's Latin American regional program,

the Foundation for Cooperative Housing (FCH) has been

active in Colombia since 1964. Its first study was com-

pleted in that year for the Colombian Federation of Housing

Cooperatives ( FEDECOOP), which was organized to sponsor

cooperative housing. FCH subsequently helped develop a

comprehensive program nd assisted in the establishment of

a technical service for cooperatives. This last was

sponsored by the Instituto Credito Territorial, FEDECOOP,

and Promotora de Vivienda Cooperativa (PROVICOOP).

PROVICOOP's Banderas project in Bogota, has programmed

the construction of only 970 units, and the combined total

of other cooperative projects in the country account for

even fewer housing units than are proposed for Banderas.

The Inter-American Development Bank, (IDB) has spon-

sored an important housing program in Colombia. From 1961

to 1970, it assisted in financing the construction of more
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than 29,000 units, representing $34,100,000 in IDB loans.

Most of the IDB program was placed outside of Bogota; there

were twenty-eight communities included in one year's

commitments (1964) alone.

IDB and the World Bank have both financed programs in

urban infrastructure. IDB made loans totalling $38,000,000

between 1961 and 1968 for infrastructure development in

Call, Medellin, Cartagena, and Cucuta. Its loans to the

Instituto Nacional de Fomento Municipal provided financing

for water and sewerage systems in 367 smaller communities.

The World Bank has supported expansion of the power supply

systems of Bogota and Medellin, and expansions of water

supply systems in Bogota, Cali, Palmira, and Bucaramanga.

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, the World

Bank has acted as the founding father of a consortium of

aid-giving countries and agencies. It set up a Grupo de

Consulta in 1962, which has brought the assistance agencies

and the Government of Colombia into an annual consultation.

The countries include the United States, the United Kingdom,

Germany, France, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, and Canada and

the agencies include IDB and the World Bank itself. The

aid-giving countries have their special areas of interest,

and urban problems have not had a high priority with most

of them. The Grupo keeps an inventory of both assistance

requested and assistance granted, and as such can serve as

a focus for international interest in Colombian urbanization.
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But there are always problems, even for the World

Bank. Its recent sponsorship, together with the UNDP, of

the transport and urban development study by Freeman, Fox,

Wilbur Smith and Associates has left snme hard feelings in

Bogota. Its cost in dollars is moderate ($207,000 in

UNDP funds and $64,000 in counterpart money), and its

quality is professional. According to some urbanists in

Bogota, the staff of the Departamento Administrat:vo

de Planificacion Distrital was not significantly involved

in the planning process. These observers suggest that the

staff was called upon primarily to supply data, and

that they acquired little knowledge of the detailed analysis

that went into the report. The report, which is discussed

more fully in our treatment of planning for Bogota,

proposes a choice between five possible patterns of

growth for the metropolitan city. Because local staff

did not participate in the analysis, it is difficult for

them now to be of maximum service, observers note, in

advising as to the various lines of development outlined

in the study.

The International Labor Office proposed a World

Employment Program, under which "pilot" country missions

were to be set up to study, with the help of other

agencies, the causes of unemployment in particular countries

and to bring out what needed to be done both internationally

and nationally. The then President of Colombia, Lleras



Restrepo, was first in line in asking for such a survey and

made a special plea that it be carried cut before the

expiration of this term of office in August, 1970. Dudley

Seers, Director of the Institute of Development Studies at

the University of Sussex, was the leader of the mission

which included twenty-six specialists provided by no less

than twelve organizations. Although the group did not

include a professional urbanist or regional planner as

such, its report necessarily discusses urban and rural

relationships in their Colombian context.

A CLASH OF STRATEGIES

The international agencies or more properly various

specialists representing or employed by them, are

supporting development strategies which would, if Success-

fully executed, have sharply differing effects on Colombia's

urban environment. The key word is "successfully" for there

can be no guarantee that a national strategy, even if

accepted and announced, can be carried out in practice over

a sufficient period of time to have more than a marginal

effect upon the courses which the people themselves have

chosen.

All international agencies, and no doubt many

Colombians, would recommend a pronounced decline in

Oplombia's rate of population growth. With a slow decline
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in fertility, the population in 1985 is projected at

34,500,000, and at the end of the century at 50,500,000.

With a faster decline in fertility, the figures would be

32,500,000 in 1985 and 48,000,000 in the year 2000. These

calculations assume an annual gain in life expectation for

men of six-tenths of one per cent and for seven-tenths

of one per cent. The fertility assumptions in the slow

decline calculation are a drop from 0.213 in 1965-70

to 0.123 by 1990-95; the faster decline projections assumes

that the 1990-95 fertility rate will be reached in 1980-85.*

A more substantial drop in family size would effect

a rapid reduction in the need for educational facilites, and

accelerate, one would think, the per capita increase in the

national income, and, over a longer time period, reduce the

number of persons seeking employment from the figures which

now must be projected to a somewhat lesser number, depending

upon its timing and intensity. There is no evidence that

the growth of the urban areas would be significantly reduced,

but conventional demographic wisdom would suggest that a

falling birth rate would show itself most strongly there.

This might decrease the rate of natural increase in the

cities, but it would not necessarily reduce the rate of

in-migration which is the origin of their extraordinarily

rapid population growth.

* Seers. op.cit. Chapter II, p.2.
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As a matter of fact, there is no evidence yet that

Colombians are ready tc limit the size of their families

to the extent that the limitation will in any way balance

\declining death rates. Nor will their government urge them

to do so. There may be a slow reduction in family size in

the years ahead, but if it comes, it will be a societal

decision and not a public one.

A population control strategy will certainly not be

effective in Colombia in the\next decade and possibly not in

the decade after that. The people that Colombia must be

concerned with in the next three decades are either already

there or reliably forecast.

The Seers Missions, sponsored by the ILO, recommends

a "full employment" strategy to create five million jobs.

We must comment that its suggestions on the role of

urbanization are "thin" even if we do not join in

Frankenhoff's strictures that the Report has an anti-urban

bias. He takes particular exception to the statement in the

Report that "accelerated urbanisation would bring into

Colombia even more rapidly the problems found in all the

world's big cities--social dissolution, rising crime rates,

growing use of drugs, increasing noise and filthier air.

Anyone contemplating international experience would hesitate

before setting off a strategy that positively invites these

problems." We would mildly suggest that anyone contemplating

* ,Ibid. Chapter IV "A Full Employment Strategy". p. 3.
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Colombian experience, even with our limited knowledge,

might have kept in mind that crime is not necessarily

confined to cities; Colombia's notorious period of rural

violence which is said to have taken more than 200,000

lives is the best possible evidence of that.

Chapter VII of the Seers Mission Report deals with

"the Rural-UrbaTI Balance" and is the Report's only

sustained discussion of urban and regional policy. It is

only twelve mimeographed pages of the several hundred con-

tained in a very voluminous document. As we noted earlier

in the Regional Planning section of this survey, its

recommendations "so far add up to a plea for a considerable

strengthening of the smaller towns--of chose urban areas

that is, which were shown to have been left behind Curing

the last thirty years." It is not clear how this is to

be done, as the language is itself full of qualifications

and doubts. We quote:

Our discussion has attempted tc shift the
emphasis to the small towns, and to the idea
of integrated regional planning. This task,
however, is formidable in view of the fact that
the whole exercise.has to start from scratch.
No experience exists at present with this
type of regional policy; the number of mistakes
that could be made is very large, and the
financial implications are also rather over-
whelming. We suggest therefore that it may
be necessary to designate, say, three pioneer
areas so that the limited resources available
will not be squandered by fragmentation, And in
order to acquire the necessary experience
before attempting to set up these mechanisms on
a national scale. Another advantage would be
to set up a focal region wiere external as well
as internal resources can be concentrated
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and coordinated to achieve general strategic
objectives in place of individual uncoordinated
projects. The choice of these areas obviously
raises extremely difficult problems of a political
as well as a socio-economic nature, especially
since, although the ultimate objective it to
reduce inequalities between regions the immediai:e
impact may be to increase inequalities within
them. All we would suggest there is thaTEFey
should cover between them a sufficiently wide
range of situations to make the effort relevant
to the rest of the country, and that the
pressing claims of the least developed regions of
the country should be fully taken into account.
Such areas might be selected, for exam2le, from
the Atlantic Coast region representing mainly
export crops, irrigation and tourism, from a
coffee region like Caldas where money is
available from coffee revenues for speeding up
diversification, and from the Narino/Putumayo
region representing the Andean mountains and
colonisation problems.*

The report does not accept what it calls "-the

strategy proposed by Dr. Lauchlin Currie" which, as

we understand it from secondary sources, calls for a

complete rationalization of Colombian agriculture and the

absorption of the surplus rural population in an urban

environment and in urban employment. It states that "we

started by asking the question: what would be involved

if all of the 5,000,000 extra jobs had to be provided

outside the agricultural sector -- broadly the strategy

proposed by Dr. Lauchlin Currie. Since there are now

2,500,000 full-time jobs in the rest of the economy,

employment there would have to treble, i.e., rise by some

* Ibid. Chapter VII, pp. 8-9.
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eight per cent a year over these fifteen years."*

The Seers Mission Report does str)ngly urge what

we understand to be one of Dr. Currie's points when it

states that "the most suitable dynamic force" for

achieving its goals is "construction, including private

housing."** One would normally consider construction to

be an urban related industry.

We did not have an opportunity to meet Dr. Currie nor

have we, at the time of writing, had access to his own

writings on Colombian development policy. His views are

likely to be of increasing importance; his appointment

as advisor to the Departamento Administrativo Nacional de

Planeacion was announced while we were in Bogota.

Frankenhoff*** who is at swords drawn with the

Seers Mission Report, advocates a strategy which would give

"special priority to metropolitan development programs."

"The objective," he writes, "of such a metropolitan

development policy would be to offset the disequilibrium

situation being produced by centralization of resources

in Bogota and the selection of those middle city centers

which broaden the base of metropolitan development in

Bogota." He goes on to say that what he is suggesting

Ibid. Chapter IV, p. 2.

** Ibid. Chapter XX, p. 1.

*** Frankenhoff. 2E. cit. p. 43.



"implies not only a need for a stragegy of metropolitan

development but also, and integrally, an employment

strategy. This metropolitan employment strategy is

distinct from and almost incompatible with the employment

strategy" developed by the Seers Mission, which Frankenhoff

unflattering calls "a classical example of the perils of

short term international technical assistance, developing a

strategy of employment foreign to the Colombian reality and

to its planning objectives." USAID is ready to assist the

official planning policy of developing intermediate cities

as growth poles, as noted in the discussion of international

agencies working in urbanization programs in Colombia.

We are sure that we could find experts who would argue

that there would be nothing untowara in further concentra-

tion of Colombia's urban population and development

processes at Bogota, and that the idea of "disequilibria"

and the doctrine of growth poles should be disregarded.

This is the line taken in a recent report rendered to

Venezuela's Direccion de iplaneamiento, Ministerio de

Obras Publicas, by an international consulting firm. (This

report will be discussed in our country survey of

Venezuela.)

We are not so rash as to contribute still another

strategy to the various proposals now advocated. Our

judgment would be that there will be no clear-cut decision

to comnsit the nation fully to any of the policies which



theoreticians may more safkj advance than governments.

We do not think that Colombia faces "an urban crisis"

which would compel so final a choice, nor do we know any

methodology which could--in a democratic society and in a

mixed economy--be powerful enough in its effects to

make any of the proposed strategies fully effective.

We think that the debate is a healthy one, and that

its issues will be settled in the market-place of conflict-

ing pressures arising from the needs and energies of the

cities and regions of the country.

Colombia, it seems to us, has been fortunate in

having available to it a pattern of urban settlement which

lends itself to a development mix rather than a develop-

ment doctrine. There is room for natural selection as

well as for pre-determination by planning and channeled

investment, and their interplay should cE.rry the country

into its urban future with some degree of confidence.

The caveats would be the continuance of the political

stability which has prevailed under the National rront,

whose constitutional authority expires in 1974, and a

public willingness, because of a conviction that things

are getting better and not worse, to be satisfied with

the reality of incremental gains rather than the promise of

instant satisfaction of all wants.

It seems to us that Colombia, with its wide and

varied territories, its energetic and productive popula-



tion, its differentiated cities, its willingness to

construct and alter urban institutions, has a physical and

social base which is strong enough to support a population

of 40,000,000 in 1990 without a serious deterioration in

its environment and with a rise in the living standards

and opportunities open to an increasingly urban population.

The country is self-sufficient in foodstuffs, energy

sources, and skills. Its agricultural land is not yet at

full productivity. Its sper"alized agriculture has

produced a source of export earnings, and its industrial-

ization should make its manufactured products competitive

in external markets as well as reasonably priced for

domestic consumers. Its geographical advantages are fixed,

d its disadvantages are capable of correction by the

steady improvement of internal transportation, which has

been in progress in the years since World War II. We

believe that Colombia has a favorable ratio of population

to natural resources and we believe that it can adjust one

to the other through this century.
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If; as F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote, the vky.erch are
.f__. the re4Of us, Venezuela should be a very

.

, .

, 7

TdifferenekindCoi-coUntty-than-lts Lapih Ametidah neigh-.
4

;loots,' &£d-indeed, than most countries in the world except

*.thoSe whiChate6leased to call 'themselves ful/y developed.

It has a pe't capital incqme% of -$904 per Year'-'-which Is.

,

more than that of the itepUblics,-of it'eland and more than

-'hat of .Greece.

ProductO.ThiCh.

people,

wa

ild.:Spain.(.$747)::;Its;'6rOSsilTatiOnal

isshakedlpy about ten and a hali'milliOn

billion dollars. COlompia, with more than

twice Venezueiesipopulatibh, must rIlkedb with a GNP,of.

5Abillion dollars.. Peru and Ecuador stbg-.ther have a

smaller 611P than Venezueq.a alone; Peru's GNP,haS reached

Only 4.0 billion dolla4 acid Ecuador's' is only 1.6 billidn.
--

1,

.Veneztela haS a',vety favorable balance ot.trade.
i .

It has a
-

very stable currency. Its industrial workers are ,
I

well paid by most standards; with an average monthly;wage

I
of $130. There are 550,000 motoi vehicles in the country,

or one passenger car,for every 25 petsons;
4b00

the ratio is one to 1132, and in Peru it' is one to 59.*
.

* The figures' cited ih,'tkirae,..opening paagraphs are taken
from` The New,YOrk Times EnOrclo edic. manac 1971.

.New York, 1969. They ate-subject-to rrection- end up-
, datihg, bpt the relative position .of the countries would

not, in all likelihobd, be:substantially changed thereby.

J
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,Nor' is Incom6' distribution, so. Markedly skewed as is-
S.

sometimes thoUght-. ..,'The 5 per cent-'of Venezuelans -with thes. *- - _. ,.;,,,NY.
., .

highest incomes. -get f26' cent'-Of..7.the national inC.6m;'-.

Q ti-te-o- per cent, with lowest' inooMeS'get Only; 14 per
e t , -

_tent.. ,Whi0i, is- shocking, enough. until :one 1600 at the United
-,' ,, t

,, , : -(.., _ ,,-. --
States Andpthe `tinited-°.Kiingdoiii; in thote'twcf. countries ,.

the' ,upper. five per Cent , of the population' by inconie r',
._ 1 i ., ,- . ,..-, '. per

) l

' ltPliN r P:- 30. per ,C 50, of th, , total>, 'while tbe lower 50 per
. t- ..; 1

Icent' gets, -23, per cent. , The 44.*Jep4r4.:-tr:between the countries..,... -.
...:

is :iii-_;t a0.-great, as one y(10..4 liato'40a44,h0c1:,::arid the ncome .

available for the -"Initidle 0.:40s" in Venezuela .is /Substailitial:**
. , . ,,i

. . ..- .,....The''',Otirce 'of. the 'COUntryks 'ic,-alth is,; of =faze',-. .
,. t 1

its oil. It is the world's third Ikrg4t prodi=ier, .fol.-

lowing only -the7tInited States and.the .p..-s!.:g..11;. Only 20
. ,, ..

.p
,...,....,'.: ,

er cent, hoWeyer., of the -country, GNP' is- .not.
. attributed'

, . ..

4)-

0

. . ..to'-:mineral production.. Our interest, in ,Venezuela is not
. .e.,,

4--:4 , --- ,. ,r . .

in its 'relative wealth as- tilch',' bUt,in the effects which
s

** ''
such abundarice of resources he ,had on, the' urban develdp-..

,
1 , /. ., \ , .

merit, of the country, upon pattern cod pdpuiation dis-
t, 74 ,

0
v

tribution, and upon 'the 'conscious effort of the. Venezuelan
ir

..
, .. 4 ' ' . .

government- -with investment t,lonies' 4vaiIab le to it 'that,..

are mal.clied in few deyelopirig countries--to.-teshape:Lts.

TheAe are the ,figures Jolted in the Seers Mission- Report:
.SeerS Dud:10y et. al. COlombia-.Empioyment Progranmte.
Geneva, II46, 1P70:

6
1

t,

,4%

r1
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pop latiori 'Pat,tsiern.-by theslanring of new urban centers
and by the ope n- ing of previOusly 'unteveltped urea's- tea,

settlement. and industrializatior

4

f31

r

t.

The country's pOptIatiOn has- been heavily. committed
\ 63 its: c oastal fringe -(Unlie ni'"Ecuaior".1

a 4with -tt*ir thiCkly settled Andean highlandd). The coastalt .. it

areas Are ',alSo_ VeneZuela'_s oil' - bearing land6-; 'v. .
acrd d.Ountry,-':s.exploitatiOn--Of Oil resources,-

_,
-beginning in' I9-333-,-.':Strengthettedf -the, _Ooa4.taizoneS even. t

Where: ,t11,004*.hadc.been,*;ipr'ekriOtiOly:, -(as.ttke: =Lake ;Maracaibo

region.-hai;1 :been) -as. ,11011§ the+-pooreSt and
._least important areas of the country. 'Marapaibo/ as a city

had .40,000 people in 1917.1 toAay _it b'as an estpnated
population Of more ,than. 700,0.00. -'7 ..
. - ..

. .
$ , _.-----.. The form Of settleMent. in--Vene-zueia is not unlike.
that- Of Califotnia, with zits popUlatidn

.

. hedvily concentrated
. , .

on ,the coast and. within -the valleys of the coastal rangy-^s
,. J. _. , . . .The large- cities -begin-with ,Maraeaibo. on the- west, jum-

.,a .the narrow mouth of the lake of that name. to Coro; continue,,i
. .east -to .the megalopolis thdt is forming around Caracas, and

extend east again to:Barcelona-kierto La Cruz,- after 'which
:there is the. emptiness of -the Orinoco, delta. Venetuela has.. . ., - ,,

11 urban centers with populations of more -than 100,00-01 -

4

six of them are within a fewmiles of the. Caribbean se.a....
a

Venezuela has become a highly urban country; an
urban majority is certain to. be shown in the. 1971 census,

Aow

r t e

4

C
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whose-preliminary returns maw be available befOre?the end
. ,

of he Ye ar. 'Th'e :cenSUseWas. ta)sen on Tiviarah" 15.\ . , , . x

t AdcOrding; to 196 estimatee*:, the Urban "concentrations -i
'''S

I 11

Of mbro. than,- 1004000- poi_i;;IA:i.??A' had a 'Combined- -otal -Of.
.1 ..

four' million- people, or 40 /56.,:c, cent of the..coiintryts

_tOtal., -Th-e-..19,61 'endus-,O1laS6144.e'd- at urban.- all settlements
.0

'

of 2,.-500 bt m .p.9, :&Ad_ came out W.ithari Urban' -rural ratio
t . I -..-, _\-Of 67.81:Yer ceW", Urban 'to,_ 32.2 per dent rural: '"By raising.

:- , -

the. Urbtx.' tiire01).4.41", t -pladeS:og. $i0-00, th-e_nb.tiorial Ilklae.4.
'

Perceiitage--beCaMe'57:A... Tile-Uni!te'ci--Katiciiii.Urbais-taridard
.

w

of 204000- reduCed `the- Urban) 4uOtiellt of t'he opElpiliation to

-less,
_
. just eSs, thaii _a " majority: 47.1 '6er" -cent-:**..Projectitts

which use 'the. 5;_000 cla ificatiOn iiim Venezula a:1970
urban percentage of 682 Tier cs, t, carry it ió, 75.9 er

,. : -,'
dent in. 1980, and 'predict -a total of .2.841 6,9 ..)

- , . -
, in the Year 2000, with _86 out of _fiery 100 inhabitants

i .living n- an urban- place:**-*

,

The speed of urbanization, has been 'very rapid-. A

generation ago, in 1930`, Venezuela had only six cities of.
C.

A

* Sociedada Venezolana. de Planificacion. Cuadernos. 62-63.
f Caracas, April 1969..

J''

A t*

,i'k Yabour de Cialdera, Elizabeth. 'La PoblaciOrrde Venezuela:
t ..

// . Un.Arraiisis Dem rafico. University 'de-- Oriente. '
if , Cumana, Nove er 1969. . _.
I ,

.
'***Universidad.Catolica Andres Bello, Centre) de Estudios del

. .

Fusturo. Poblacion. Caracas, 1968. ;.

4

: .

a

*

1

a.

a
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more than 5Q,Q00 inhabitants;. their
4 t

1 "

I...

[5:1

:8
combined 3bpUIdt4.on

theh was less than that/of: Canadas alone in .1.97b. ". The.
.

doillitry's- rate- o- gdiOUlatidd. growth ie. itself very .

buck its rate of ,urban concentration (and as- we have noted, '

/ .

t.

.
4

the zonal co den of the .major urbanizing wiecs)

-r

W'

.13den -tartlinV aialty . If Liesevt.

,

A '. it. ii'pl'obib.16. hat' two' out of every .th*ee Venezuelans will ".
- .4-. .

- . 1-$:-
,

b'e
4livi9g

in g citi ..of more than 100:ith population by
. .

- .

apoo. TheCaradas--Maraccy7ValenCia megC113pdiis alone will .
It- f

.hold more. th!ch ao per cent .of .th4cduntry ' s total 'popula'--.

... 4.4.4 a. 4 ., :.'1" k .. 14 sY.

'tion.. .f ... - e -
:

. ?,
4 .;

A!
e

Away
, -

(enters

gToill the coast, the.re arp as yet no' gTeCt villch
4, 4* , .:<- . . . - -)

.i.4,. 4 :,

ftirmation.. Barquibimeto,- With an estimated'
. .

' .

. opulatIon4,0f '288,000, is the
, ' . e. t; -."-

ir centers; Ciuslad Guayana 'with-
, . ' . 4

I

largest of` the Urban

a population of 136,060,
, -

is the newest. Guayana' fat to the south ,and :east of the

country's present cent4 of graxiity, is. one-of the world's
,

--best advertieedrNeffoTts .to chc_,ge th e settlement and de-
.

"
-

-

4

elopment pattern loft'a nation by 4,..madelte. -program df
, .

chpnneled investment.
.

ecauee 'e investment decisions
.

,

were not only-z.

t
ase ,of resourc opportunity (i?on ore and

r 1, -
'Wother minerals, a great frivei na igable deep into

.

.
,

.

teriora another river with e_lormous ;potential for hydro-
:* - ..\

electric' developmen\) butt of stated' public policy to en-
. -

. .. courage regiol grodirth, the Iiist4417 and the prospects of
4

the in-

A

:

I
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Ciudad Guayana and its region,ire of great interest to u%.

This interest is heigkEenedbY the-creation of i 4peCiar

nat ional agencp, the Corpordcionyenezolana de Guayana (CPG),
/

. .

tb iplan and-execute the regional.development program and/.

, yi

.f

\.

0;

°

the.emp.1:oyment of an international team of aevi4ers, re-
.

'. - .

... cruitedby and administered by theliarvard-M.I.T. Joint
s.

.

Center of Urban. Stuaies, to assist in the planning of tie
1

- _
.. s

whichnew 'city w ich was selec- ted as the urban focus of the
k

,

N

s ,deve1015ing region. . \.
.. . y

4'
.WeVill therefore devote a. considerable portion of

the coun.ri survey of /enezuela to Guayana, which we werei

able to see 'on its own grounds.. /We will also--as in all

the su*rvey reports--hope to disicuss the urban condition

generallylas we found it ifi our much too brief 4sit to the

cbuntry; deal with a very special agency peculiar to

yenbzuela'called FUNDACOMUN*; andspeculate as to the nature'

of thetwo-tiers society, ultra-modAm and traditiona3,

which flow of such _.easy money, as on revenues may bring to.

a deve

life.

opting country in its cities and in its naEiona&

REGIONAL DEVELOPNTNT POLICY - A CASE STUDY OF VENEZUELA'
S

The above sub - title 'should be surrounded by quotation marks

a.

.'

a

r' x ..

.. . .
,

* Fundacion Para el Desarrollo de la Comunidad y Fimento
Municipal

r
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be'cause it is sthe title Of -d book by, JOhn Friedm
.. . .

:
,. ..I : ., . ,

. . ,

a distinguished regiorial analyist and planner:` Hits, 'book :
i

1

and on by Lloyd Rodi4in tiave Carer.ully by us ire
.

, .,1.,
preparing this initial srvey:rePoit',, and can. be inte4-preted ,

i .
,

by Us. on the _basis rof,rOur ce3.d 8urveyi-to the ,:dUayaiia site - L f-7
.

-anct our) own' referenae .t

To quote r frally,

0

\far qua. .do cumen ts issued ,by the CVG.

Firieditaiiii:,
. .

1.7946zii,e,q:a.,,;44y, a:iil ,ittany-;':t44,Api,e_ eao,i'd9recit':tlie .

perfect prototype;`' *,;:0:ii... 4. "%of ',#.1:4"4::044,1, (FAA:0T-
-Vie,,;p434.:±4 uc, ure. '14-t --tiOiiiy (flas:,,.a CASSi-cal---_,, . --; , .. -

class_ ..

§4.11PA#!#Y ii01= -§',46.i, 14,40,,nt.ol,ded,i.ghiety
-iiii,:tife,..:Vtagefof: 4 t P 't 0,' 0 -Vlt r.:'=pg# 4: ertimOdel,. , --
Peilitkaai power ''af '''aircr P6- a ibii ;;i-re 11.aviii

:,.

de*Oe#t':#4.0"4'Ali5Oh"c4**44,''Wf.1240Y1DrkPher, ' ')``'--'
exCePting the oil` ,*'640nS ',, deteriorated out of mind
Of 'V.erieZtel.a14 -.central. deCiSion:Maker .. 4

., V ' ,, ,
,^ t7

This ,lti:as:ic ,siiiiP4%city ,was =. 1..indi,' stzrbed',.by political
and cuittral, cleavages :that in sO:,MAY other countries
(.11.gqa,',cco:a4:44,,,f4:444.41 ,create, a ,±Vrc-e an.a4ctnism
among regionS::: .:v.04040'lai-s.,,Ovoininent is ';a 'unitary
one,, '.and'',itS :Eigeittli=4±.4. proviriaes',haVel: no. inde- ,,

pendent political "existence Since ,'they have -only
N small 'resources of their o e they are,'unable to..

affect :thei =r economic 1,elf re in any , ays that are
Signifidafit., To aa.rge°-.e tent, '4,06a populations,;, . . M1are still 'thy' creatures central' lig y determina-
tioit. ,,

'When, Ven4dela carried through its decisive social
.. ,

-" revolution in '1,58, a,..democratid and progressive,
government initiated; a Systet,, of national planning
that quiCkly, gained a :high 'reputation throughout ,

-the. continent. At about tiietsame." time,' \the goy ern-:
m t -alsO launched an important prOgram of :regional-0

de lopme4 in.,. Guayana .* -

y.

.4000e

Frie n, 'John. . pegional ;Development Policy: .A Case
Study ,of Venezuela. Cambridge, the/M. I .T. Press, 1;66.

A ,

ot, A
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,t
&gin. this' way:

to 'e'stab];i slip; moerz basic'
-.t...1W:(10pOriclnce of

zuela ,on ,,petrOleuM::..34;A:,;COr.ripieritentarY aim was
-ttc,I0 OM:04 -.4rtiWth;One, ivn,-4:9,;.iieree. other
'then, va.tadai:'",itik..,"Maka'caibcaf'" aula ,,thu's-4#o4ide. a ,new
,Migra on target..for--,the population- ,leaVirig the'

folirid,:,,remerkebIe
press ion; in. the..developitient of Ciudad -dilayana ..arva,

r Walter lialeigh/fdtAd. -the GUay a regioariag,-
.:'n1ficent when the .saiecl'U'i) thie :1595 He

and Marvelleth.et 6..--ta,i1S,:p1 the Caroni, dick" SOme

M

,; A

.

i., i
-WatChing.f : ,found "the',epr_ ,freSh.'Wfth a _gentle -easterly /4,_

,,,/- T--.'

winti;,,:en4- ei-i kitone th'et we ,,stoo-e,d to take up promiSzj.ng .,,..

. . .. .3

,.. -1 '-41---,----4- ',-- . '., 15 Ds

either glO d Or silver by,i'his complexion. " - The stones ,did.
4 I ..,

not fulfill their, promise, and his failure to prciduce' thefulfill

,i, . 2,

promiSed: riches ledohim to the Tower and the block.. No..

one ei"Se ,used Ralej.glit s 'salesman.' s, langUtge (although the .
. - r- .74

A

'Callao gold deposits were product4ve'ill the nineteenth

century) until the 195.0s; when. the -iron ore, bodies at El.
. .

Pao' anti. Cerro Bolivar were brought 'into commercial mining

for subsidiaries of Bethlehem and United SateS Steel.
c

s23he orement to Sparrows Point in Maryland, and to _the
- .. .

Fairless. Works, on the Delaware via the brinoco **(improved. .

, .

* Rodwin, Lloyd. Nations and ,Cities: A comparon of- --3.--.....

Strategies for' Urban Growth Bostonp Houghton, Mara /1 ,
1970. -p._ 33. ;

V
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for ore carriers),from the small river town of San Felix.
7 2

The miqng peopll built,their net "company town!' at.

Puerto Ordaz. The, "old government" spenSored the con-
...,

strudtionof an integrtedsteel plant On Venezuela's

':oWnSoil, and the developMent of polger from-the falls of

4.the, Caroni to ,stip'plyA anjd the nation with' energy.
.

7

a
t

The,7'new- regime took these elements .of development.
, 4

. and `decided' ruse, riot as disparate projects, but

to combine them into. a'regional'program, as Friedinann and.

Rodw ' have described. The_tegion was to have a /planned

( . /-
headgUarters' city fiiSt called 'Santo Tome de,Guayana,

° now, more secularly called Ciudad Guayana,* The new city-,

encompassing the existing settlements of San Felix and ----...

Puerto Ordaz might have, it, was-thotight", 400,000 inhabitants,

by 1975 That will not happen, although the integrated.

'steel plant is functioning'an5Lto be expanded, the.,,bridge

system, is in place,, an
0

pulp and paper mill is

aluminum plant is operating, a
A

'soon to,be constructed, an Inter-
. s

continental Hotel overlooks the,raAids cif -the Caroni, and

the turbines are prOducing abundant5-energy from the.com-
-

pleted ,Guri eServoir and dani..

* 'The explanation is that wh es city was founded of--"'
ficiallY on July 2, 1961," it wa with the nombre hig-
torico of Santo Tome. de Guayana but that for practical ...A-
.reasons it hasbecome better known. as.Ciudad, Guayana.
The older name still is to be.encountered iri-the literature.
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The Cdrporacion Venezolana. de Guayana is in charge
. -...

-,.

of .all ,this. It is an Autonomous public ,body:( with sumptuous
,

%.

. .
t..

.) , .. ,
,

hea4quar:tere'in theShell Oil Company's office,building.
. r* , .

:.. .

1
. in Caracas'. , '- '

.
:.

.

,

.
We cannot ''challenge the, .decision the Venezuelan

...

. ,
". %. ,

.Governmentto invest-$o heavily in a major effort to
.

d
v

0.:diversify boththe- sectoral.an spatial base
,

of its"econ4y..
.

1

It has an ObIiiioriL to upe its good fortune .in bayingC'

conjunctipn.of,natural're§dulcies,which'iperMit it. to develop :--

)
.

__Lts.....own. steel 'vl.dustry, .and tb develoVt on a competitive'
-------- , ,-

base. It seems wise, also,. if tr nsportation and. other

"j',ments in'a diverse series of4.egions, of which Guayana may
.

. .

.,
. .

. .

be the first, rather thin concentrate them further in the

economic factors 'permit, to clu t new-ihdistrial develop-

. .

Cara as megalopolis. We assume that steel and aluminum

s

and processed wood pulp can be produ6ed'in.,the.duayana
C i .. ,--..

region, where,' the ra 'materials,and energy resources are
. It -

abundant; S'-.cheap1.1 as,yley could be elsewhere, and that
0,

. / , S-
.
the transportation system, instAlled or to be developed, j

,

.V/ill diitribute them to external and internal markets

w4hout pricing penalties inflicted-by location: ,

,

By.1968, the total public and private investmentim'

the Guayana regional-program reached $1,320000,004. .

-: I.

. . According to a CVG report, 'Ttie Guayana Economic Program;
I ,

P-- 4 ,' '''..r-:,_

.Key to the Development o V- zuela,!'. th&-1965--.68 An- Vest-
. --,-

i

%. .,-
, I

._..z.
.

-

q

. t,

4

h

1.

am,
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meht in .Guayana .took 10 per cent of the total national develop-
.

ment expenditure fa. the'se years Gu.ayana Cl,laimed42'5 per

cent (of Veneftela's investment in new industrial capacity,
.10 p4. cent of its total' investment in resource cigyglopment,.

and 5 per cent ,of its total investment in housing and
urban infrsastructure.

. 'This rca heavy investment which may 4.3.e juStified by
.

; the new industrial's Contribtition to Venezuela's" econ,omy,.*-
. I

But' the Guayana experieribe' to date .does

labor-intensiye Anchistries produce rapid

of indicate that
ban growthiand.,y

that new planned' urban. centers do not necessaiiiy.gr. ow as

planned. . .

The orIginal planning estimates" -for- Ciudad Guayana.
. .

projected a population of about 100,008 in t1966' and of

an on by 197'5. These. estimates were later changed,

ItodWin says, .to-90,0Q0 by 1966 and .221,000 by 1975.- .

Friedmann, publishing in .19664 projected a population of

600,000 "in the late eighties:" A preliminary census

carried out in July, 1969, gave the city a population.
of 115,725,* The4tten year -4eport of the CVG**, -which

. *

* CVG. La Ciudad. Informe' Anual Separate. Caracas,
CVG, 1969. p. IV-12.

4

,

** CVG. Guayana a ros 10 Aribs 4e-la Corporacion Venezolana
de Guayana 1960-70; Caracas, CVG. Pages unnumEE17---

,
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included 19701r, gives_the populati

,census will)esablish'a firm jigu

the ground believe the pqulation g

Occhaps.som t-mi,4rat on after.the

n as 140,000. The 1971

ut planners now on

h has slowedNith

constrytion peak was

on at ,about ,d36,0400 .reached) and estimat eSent popul

Some of this growtpantedated-

Ciudad Guayaha, coming in the

the offic al creation of

1940s witb the opening of th e

iron Tiliries anckthrrtintiingr...with. the 'ttOiitru Eioni of the st
1::*ant>9.y. -population, of ..the-itirba settlements

inCrude&in cuidad *Guayana was estimated at,

he official pldhning tigurelis'now set

000.

; r
or 300,0

in 1980 and'the-pretent development plan for Ci dad '

eel

uayana is based .on that asSUmption.

The CVG engaged, the Joint Center for_ Urban St ies
i

A / i t

I

of the MassachuSetts.Institute of tebhnology and ,:atrv. rd-

i .

University to acialias its consultants in :the planning an
,

..

deNielopment of GUayana. The relationship continued fc1&
0

fiVe yedrsp 'after which "the Joint nten left Guayana,.

0,

parting on very amicable terms with their associates at CVG

The project is therefpre nbt only an example of planning

for regional 'developmert and for a new city, but of inter-

national collaborat: the effort,-

* Rodwini, Lloyd. op.cit., p.67.

".y
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Guayana was bornas a planning region on December

29, 1960, when' President.Romulo Betancourt issued Deci.etd.

Numero 430 establishing, by pUblication in theGaceta

Official, the, :dorporacion Venezolana de Guayana, which iS

responsible 9r4.,.

Studying;thedresources.of the Guayana, bothj.n the
area' of developtieni, as 'well as outside the area,
when the attire, of the resource makes this necessary;

Studyin-, develop,ing,andsolvanizing-the
titin-of.the hydro-electric` potential of',t4e-Caroni
River; .4 A .

1

Programming_ the integrated: development -.Of thez
l'Regfon, 4rieTwIfflipp4okities and the
work of the i3,iand6...Ia'.:isTadionl.

4 .
, .

Promoting the industrial development, of the Region,
through both. the public and private sectors;

,.;

Coordinaing the activities in the economic and
social field "Carried out by the. various 'public'
agenciesT the` Region;

Contributing to the organiza-4ion, programming,.
.

deveropmeittand Operation of thOse public 'services
necespar for the development' of the area;

Carrying tout any other task delegated by the
,National Government, including operations oti-t::
side the area where there is ,a close, lihkage to
the development program Of'the.area,;*

Considerable, governmental reorgani ion was involved

in the creation of CVG; which had
I .

CVG. The Gua ana omi
ment of Venezuela. arc

preceded by a: Research

to the Develo

'Sr

0

C

o

0
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Commission for the Electrifican of the Caroni in the

°

".0

4'.

.

Ministry
v

of,,DevelopMn,, by the Government%ownedVenezuelan ,

. .. . N-.....
6

Iron grtStedl Authbripty, and. by the presint's'Commission

for the uayana tegion- CVG-consolidated' the functions-
....

.

.. 0.
.

.of then predecessor publia bodies and those bf4the privately .

:. ,..,

'V- :' f

'tdel,Syn441cate.
. . ,... -

The Ass4mbly of the. Stltbf 'Bolivia, on ';June.

i.. , , .
.

1961, ore 'ted:a pis.4i-ito Municipal Caroni of.

' '1,799:dquaiejkiloMeter-S,-, and,.Onthe Dilto 4y.it de-
.- ...

creeN'thelfounding of Ciudad:Guayana 'a* :&11-,enti-4y withind,
....

Caroni District.. do July 2', 1961, the President Made

T..
official by apprbylAg :the Adsemblyis,actibn, and that

day will be remembered 'as the founding date for the city.
.

)

'CiudadA,Guayana Included' within its boundarieS:,the' *.

. ,
:...

..

existtrig-townsbf s'an Felix and Puerto' Ordaz, whidh were
e..% 0

and are its nuclear urb eleMents. The poVernment of .

. .

co

-Venemiela gave 17,5 hectares. of public CVG"

for develoRmental purposes, to which CVG added41.8,500 hec-

tares
4.

by'its own Purchases, giving ;.t.control of 36;150

hectares to serve as the basefor new city. cvq-liad
-

created its own Division de.Estudies, Planificacion y

Investigacion to "aMong,other functions, determine the

demographic growth of the. future city and to its'integral

lannin and its development strategy." The Dilision

came the immediate agency of bollabora withthe.Joint

Center.

o
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CiUDWGUAYANi --THtURBAN'-plIANNING RIENCE
J. 0 t7.'

This time,. the
.

.

t flo
PiAbr-title is-bur 'own. he Plano

' ' 4'
..,:c'

Director fox Ciuda :Guk6vana as distributed, by CVG shows a.
ihear,city*eXtendin4 for 15-Iniles ftbratthe'woo4pulpmill

.

,1

.
1

. :
..

t the-extrome.:eatt,Cf San i's'el.ix-, adjacent to* its Orinoco
4- l' .

iver%porf,, to the- E;tee-1 plant at the extreme. west. -*Ciudad
. .

f4:

?tin

0 :>,-t 1.

payana-is...bitected by° s:ile _Caroni river which melt the
- . . ,

rinoco there, after flbwing for six hundred miles, hrough.
, .

the wilderhestspiffsouthdistern Venezuela., San Felix is
.

on'the.east side of the.rileor,. connected Puerto
6

and the develo ment,area to the wpst,by a.brida!hiCh was
. ,. ..

one of the elements%f development in the new city.1-'4.,;\
.. . 4

also an Oemerit ofi.egtet7..Thilanners fr6mio
., . r

., 4 .: _.,..\ . .

the J;Cint Center -saw the bridge as arr-opliortundty to blatild
c._..4;

4,

If

a st=ature whiCh.twogld-be^tymorc of the new city,
t

"as meaningiul for thd residents of Ciudad, Guayana as the.
.9

, opte Vecchio wa,s, for the people of FTorence."0; But they.'
.

,,,..6

.came too late A0 effect the' matter for, the bridge had already
/..

.,gone welIintb final design:, .JA4ch.the planners' judgMehi

I

-was neyither symbolic. 'nor sufficient to Meet anticipated
..

ceptraffic needs. The best they tlicr=do was

.

to get separate
i

.

dOin*
,

A ,'

lanes'ih8talled for bicycles aA pedestriant. Ro*
, .

.`

't

Rodwin, oo.cit., p. 18.

** Rodwih, Ibid.,

w.
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comments "emetion:ai outbursts sparked by the design of
.

..

b. t e.c
_

a' ridge" and -those -of us -Who, have ried to' roncile
l .

'1,-'design quality -with the pressures of time and Money' can

iyrnpath# e--with.all parties to the issue., ,.

The planners' -did 'save -Punta Vista' which overlooks

r last rapidS of the daronii for -a park and cultural
.

. Center' .(cilitUre including _the site of the ;ntercOntinental
_-. . .

liciteiY. lying: on' the 'farside- of the -bridge. The bridge
..;-_, ;.!. ''-', .ittelt ,is _911.0 element_-of the Avenida -OuaYana, which is to

o o, . f. ,, ; -

) 14:-

.. '3 ,

becorte; he-spine- of, the -linear city. Alta ViSta, the civic.
..... ,

ceritdr which ;they propose for the city,, is still undeveloped
0

., except for the 'local headquarters' building ot"_CVG'iltsel.f,
; . ., ..,_\

: and-Attie proposed- shopping 'Center site,' still fu:."ther to the
I.- \..

-2. west, ow open=land. Thte city has simply not grcwn as
,

fast as the planning staff thought it Mould, and it-has ...
grown 'incrementally--within or adjacent to existing settle-

. -- 4 , ... .

mentsinstes.d of leap-frogging. 4em to establish the new
i . . . -,

JE

\J.

. residential amend shopping areas where (acco'rding to plan) '4
0'

, -

they are Ultimately toe developed.
.

Ciuda'd duayana in 1971 is not the 'model city which
..

planners, in the nature -of things, hope always to achieve.
44.0.0

A4
It is essentially d-more populous Sap. Felix. the old town .

Whdre '74, per cent of the inhabitants of
, Ciudad duay,a still

live. Forthe future "groi4th pattern, CVd hopes to iiift
i .

....

I ., the °population ratio to a 55-45 diviSion between the
I

t p ,
)

>

z

C
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. ',
% \. -.. . .f th CronPopulations that live on the -west side oe ai and

11P4 4 .2.,
those wfio, stax.,oit the east. The earli4r,l-iop %a was, that a

(17)

ratio ;of 6:636 could' be realized.To puss -the city's,
; .. .

growth in e dodired.direction., CVG has a four point
C

Istrategy:
. ..- ,,

1. Coordinate tnv.eitrnent :activities" of other,
,.. . ,,a,4

. agencies `so that they would more 'predisely
. 4- , .. t.

% reflect the pi-OpOSalStduggested in. the--plan::_... .. .._
. 5. . , . _. ,-..2. Promote the..deVelopinent of the .44:tix,-.1iibtal .54 lC6rteir . aad: its S#'iburdin4. residential areas;

. '

.4

2

5

4..

0

.

. .3. open: the western development: 'zone tci.all income.. . o .
....---... . . ,levels by proViding a wider range of housing,

*
a t.

opportunities::.. . .. ,..4. Limit,. if not eliminate, 711egal residential. . , .
. . 4 .4. a

4 .44rc:rth in San Felix,.
4 .

}oudin --davisilopment in Gpayana reflects either a.
1

44 .sluggish response by the :public agencies ,upon which CVG

depends for,' hotsing, or a more. Sluggish demand than, had
.

z., .,
.been anticipated at the levels of cost at which new housing

t,. % ,.. ,,

\

,

can be provided. 1p any case, (111.1f .a,eso dWelling units
. . . . .have been built .by the ublic and the ' Private pec V)rd.

,This tbtai i.nc.itides,-co tlucion,Isponsored 'by suph public,
4-- , . , - .-

1

bodies as. the Bincci pbrero.FUNVIe.A, a local recipie,nt Of
. . .

FUNDACOMUN housing 'fonds; _the Division de Malaiiologia,
,.. / - .and the Fulidacioni'de la'Viviendq Populat.- rilaPge riubliclg

.

0
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4.
a

.4

.
r '

.

sponsored units were for families with,-Incomes of more than
\ .

SOO bolivars a month, appro*imu ely dollars: In addition,
r

4,600 :housing sites made. reaay4or'seIf-help she lter develOp-

ment were available to.families-with inboMes o

k o
-500-bolivars'pet month by 11DIVICAs programa d

31rbanotProgresi, knowil%4s

.

Z. P,OR QUE.CIUDAD. GIYAANA?

. .

. I

4
to

,

e sub-title-asks= "why
.Ciudadequayna?, and is a rhetorical

questioria Sked and:Aniwered the Sn/d's-ten-year report.

-1,,

'is an illuminating passage which we:.. quote in full': )

.- . .
.,

*We observe at present' in the, whole world a-process

of urbanization- which.'S manifested principally

Xi
bythe-conbeftration 'the populationln the
great cities. ,TWO-p 'cipal-faetars-give rise to this

phenomenon: the ,actual methods ,of production and, the

attraction; alWaysi4growing stronger, which the-

. great city offers;to.itv inhabitantS through its
facilties for living. -;.. .

,
, .

,

f less than .

"Mejoraiiento

it

tant city 'offers to industry the following

antages: the.influstry is freed of a heavy
investment in .housiii4 and in services;Athe

provides an ampId.ikbor market and.the ability to
attract and train all required personnel;_ it mikes

poSsible the aggiomerati-64,i;at a higher operational
1evei,-irhich*permits the utilization of-common
services and of the industrial specialization
which ioget er-contribute-to lower costs Of pro.=

duCtion.

A city at a scale of no 'less than 300,000 inhabitants
is necessary-to provide to its population those
full oppRrtunities which perMit ithe:indi"Vidual to

make 'a chbice of his eMployment iancr.activit, .to

become educated and qualified as he prefers, and

to achieve the housing'standardsand-theservices
which are revived for family life.

-

41

.

a
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11t

its then the response to the necessity vt 4--

an and stable -urban nucleus,
of promoting and accelerating the utilize- 4
the hydro-electric4 mineral,. agricultural,

and.foreseresoul-ces of the whole region of 'Guayana,
offering at the `same time 'improvements in the.
.social and economic order.*

This is-a utilitarian view of.the city's.function,
.

from an organization whose primary goal is economic'develop-
A'

ment, and which can more readily deal with, the relat've
\ *

simplicity of mono-purpose ihdusrial and resources develop:
r

gent "projects than with, the complexities of constructing

,pld directing an urban ceAtei.? Differences arise, 'therefore,

between the CVG, with responsibilities in an investment

program inwhiCh the city was viewed as an instrument and,
.74

*elf, and the urban specialists who arenot a goa:1-:in:44

concerned with the:quality of life is well. Rodwin says:

Consensus, however, dis4peared when Cie discussion
turne to more specific questions about housing, ?

schoOls, and local government. On still other
ittt'eks, there was never any clear agreement. These
'volved sensitive social questions suchas the re-

1 tiviN emphasis to be placed on employment as -

o posed to growthvparticipation and decentralize-
.

tIon,as opposed to efficiency; and'general,welfare.*
objectives as_opposed to development. Interestingly,

'CVG generally stressed economic development goals,
centralized administration, and maintenance of the
national Image of the agency, whereas the Joint
Center placed more-emphasis on Welfare goals,
decentralization, and local participation in the

.decision-making process.*

* -GUayana a.los 10 Anosde la Corporaoion Venezolana '
de Guayana, CVG, Caracas 1971,* (n.p.)

.** Rodwinf Ibid., pp. 41' =42,1.

. .

I .,
flt.

t
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-,)e hibi.0 tgeir 'typical weekday, livelinesth

But Ciudad Guayana has Obviously not yet.
, .

liniiied.aty' which its planners sought, to

.s.

visited Guayana on a weekend, when (;cities do ,not

and uiban,attitUdes.

become the vibrant

proVide fOi. and
_ .

.

achieve, CVG ha61bt moved i t. s, .ow n
,

main headquarters to
. »I, m

. .

, _.,

. the' city; and ,while there is much unused.'inuetment in ,such-
. :,.. .

.

. ,,-

.-inkraitOtute-as, publid utilities andLstreet.s here is,

:..a.very slow liidnieiik '41 the development of t e city's
f,o

surOce amenities such as parks,'recreational faciiities,

..4nd 'its-aUltural base: Theis ia, for iriS'tarice, an As yet

...',undeveIaPed zoo, for whidh the management must engage a

specialist from Caradas to .f14 in from time to time to
1.0

. identify its,...ew animals. The open "space at Alta ,Vista

was_planned and installed as Ilat paved area until a senior

,official from the capital coMplained..(and rightly, con-
_

sidering-the climate of Guayana) about,it., lack oftrees and
,

shade. The viewing ar at the Guri dam is a dismal public

space, !on what could be a priMerecreational site. These

are -.Little. things, b;it it is thousands of such details

which shape.a city for the enjoyment of its residents,

The summing up wou9be that 'the development of the

Guayana region as a contributor tc Venezuela's economy is

spedtacular. Th urban successes at Ciudad Guayana (with

all .the res'-r s-rand expertise that were applied, to it)

are at best est ones.
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r.

REGIONAL PLANNING - FACT AND THEORY

.'347hatevdi the present limitations of Ciudad Guayana as an
,

urban center, there can beno xeasonable doubt that CVG has

"succeedeebrilliantly in maintaining an impetus of re-

ScurceS.deve3opment and economic productivity in the.

Guayana region.. CVG is a "sharp" operation in :an-outward
.

I :corporate sense: 'it has lavish offices, handsoMeipubIica-
,

-' tionS, speci4liZed'and Compdtent puhliC relations lervices,
.4.

i

and we:woUld AUdgeffret the record a peeSuasive way with

public and iNiate investors If CVG will not go idown in
,

. . history with Pe -r the Great or' Alexander ,of Macedon as a... t,

i. . . .
.

founder'of a great city, it knew that a' city was needed and, .-.:

"it-is (wil\mispedapportunities and perhaps mistaken

.
I

4,

prioritiks) constructing one. Its ilanta Siderurgicadel .,,

Orinoco (steel mills) represents aninvestment of about
,

$440,000,000 with.annUal product sales of $110000,000

and empioyMent for 6,000 people. 'Its power developments,
c

first et Macagua and then at Guri, represent:.40 per cent of

the installed capacity for. the generation of electriCity

.in Venezuela. The development of additional units at

Guri will raise the installed capacity to more than two

million kilowatts by the end of.this, decade, when-Guayana

will have not less than 50 per cent of -the nation's'

installed capacity., This power is already being sent to
ti

Caracas.

1+;
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Alumino delCaroni, S.A. .( eCASA)is a joint venture
,

of CVG and Reynolds Internationalf, Inc It haS a present'

installed- capacity of 22,700 metric tons of primary'

aluminum per year, With a planzied-expansion program which

will permit it to Meet Venez'9&la's own rieeds and to produce

/
.

-for export to'other South American countries. A pipeline

for natural, gas (Gasoducto/Anaco-CiUdad Guaiana) was com-

(pleted in 1970, which brings a gasvauppW to the Guayana

industrial zone from a point. of origin that is 2.28

kilometers tcy'th'
.

est and north. It has installed
-

cement plant, and a pulp processing factory d.s under con-

.v.

struction, Sdltwood plantati-Ons o Caribean-pine are,
being set out"tver an area of 60,000 hectares, for the

purpose of supplying a pulp and paper:industry'with this

superior wood on a sustained yield basis. Ten-million
1

trees Will be planted bythe end of 171.

CVG's growth pole map now ,shows four urban centers,

a.
the largedt of course being Ciudad Guayana, the centre

industrial. Ciudad Bolivar, the state capital and tradi-

tional urban point in the Guayana region, is designated as

the centro de servicios administrativos; El Tigre, to the

northwest, is, the centro servicios petroleros; and the fourth

centeT, now under CVG's planning,and.development aegis,

is Tucupita in the Orinoco delta. It is classified as a
. 4

centro de servicios a ro ecuerios7d.e.
'

a center of
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J

i, ..

Ifarming'and iVestock productiori% CVG.has a program of

agricultural daVelopillent'in the delta-area lnown as La-
I .

. i

.
.

Isla de Guara. This agricultural development, in what 'are

described as rich deltaic lands, is to be complementary
. .,-

.
.

-Lb the industrial Ciudad Guayana area, satisfying the market4 . ,

to be developed there for agricultural prOducts. .The

river town of Tucupita is at the .edge of LaIsla de Guara.

,

and"is now accessible-by paved 'highway. Tub4ita-has
1.

.

12,000 people today t
#

he :three stages of planning for its
, ,,

i ';

future bring it succeSSIVelyvto 25,0004 36,000, and'50',000
, ... ...

.

inhabitants. No,time4period is' set in the CVG ten year.

report. -

4

'Friedmann*-rightly says that-uayana has been a

"special case," arid if lawyers can
.

say that hard cases

make bad law, planners .can argue that special cases make

their own' rules. He forecasts that the effects of Guayana

will befelt primarily in Venetuela's eastern region,

predicts an eventual decline in impoArtanee for Ciudad

Bolivar (which is not all that important'now) and a

strengthening of "regionally important!' towns such as

Upata, Mauriniand Tucupita because of demand for their
4

',goods and services ,hichvila be generated at Ciudad

* Friedmann, ,o . cit. p. 224.
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. Guayana. -He projects a Guayana Develapinent 461e, a Central.

Development'Zone,'and a Coastal Development Zone,for eastern

.
Venezuela, and that-those areas will have a pattern of

0

,flows that will =bind them into a tight dcono ubsystem

of ,the national economy. By the` fate 198C§, after eoads

and 'major bridges. have been conetrticted, he.predictS that

eastern Venezuela, willibe dominated by three lakge met-:-

ropolitan:centers. ,Barcelona-Puerto la Cruz, "with its

diversified economy, may have grown to within 900,060 in

population; Santo Tome de Guayaha to about 606,000; and

Maturin to perhaps ten times its present size, or'500,000,

All three of these metropolitan re' "bnal economies would /

reachedreached the 'take-off' stage,"* And in the meantime/

Friedmann predicts the coastal states of Sucre and Nueva/

/ .

Isparta will have: '

k

---Y.
, ,_____

woerienced a renaissance of their own. The ris'
/

of metropolitan centers along their/perimeter, o-
0

gether with expansion of their own cities (Cum4a, .---

Carupano, Porlanfar) will have absorbed a large/
part of their population...Nearby urban markdt
can be expected to okert a generally vositive !
influenCe,and lead to gradual adjustments in._
agriculture, including heavier capitalizatiO .
The tourist industry will be stimulated as e region
and the country as a whole beconie more opul nt...
In brief, the fortunes of this area, appea ing
bleak and hopeless now, maywell begin tojbe re-
versed before the end of the century.

* Friedmann, Ibid., p. 194.
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But the achieveMent of .this happy state:of affairs)
f

he .writes further is "neither automatic nor, to a siqnifidant-

ektent, within the range of the capabilities of the 'Guayana

Corporation."

Because in this (urvey. document we are beginning to:

t-onsider somegeneral Statements as to urban and regional

development kriedmann's practical 'Planner's wisdom" is

worth noting:

1. Learn_to live with an -imperfect world ,that iS
.

perfectible ih.the Part Onry,'neVer in the-whole.

2. Learn to appfeciate that some improvement is better
than.nOne at all.

3. Do not try for,S-ymmetry in the design 'of solutions:
tailor solutions to local circumstances and needs,

A. Do not attempt to.soiVe all PrOblerdS 'at Once; do
not ei7eri try to..:Understand them all; you will. find
yourself pliimbing'abottoMlebS:tat:. Concentrate on
the truly impoitant thingefirst. 'SoMe 'problems
may vaniSh, if you leave, them%.alohe.

5. Proceed stepwise,-incrementally,'alOngthe path
of leasteresistance: among the iMP6rtant.things
to do, turn first to those that are. easli.t0 Solve.

6. Do not be overly conCerried.witWOVe#14PPin4.
functions, fuzzy boundaries, cOnflictih§. jurisdic-,
tions. Some redundancy, may be worthwhile, un-
certainty-makes one proceed with caution) competition
is also.a'probleM-solving device:

7. Step back occasionally to regard your handiWork:
assess the total .situation with a keen, objective
eye,'divine the changes in values that have odcurred,
if necessary 'redefine your problem, clarify, your
objectives, critically review ybur Strategy. and
tactics.

'
These rules are not meant as an invitation to

.

license. They are not easy to obey and yet obtain
1
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the best results achievable:/ Their purpose is to

briAg the planner to an awareness of some features

01 the real World %--?'a World in Movement, apparently

capricious, elusive, and.understooA only fragments.

Mind seeks to Act on s'ilicha world. To gain a measure

of success, it must do so in awareness not only

of its own severe Shortcomings but also of the

characteristics of the-iltuAtion it wishes to

.
transform and 15f which it is a.p.art itSelf.*

.r./

-THE EXPERTS DISAGREE

..-.The conventional Planning wisdom in Venez ela. has supported

Y - ,_
diversification of flrbAn groWth and dec ntralizationfof

the country's pagulation and' economi'C' pa tbrns. The%exampl...,

64eGuayana, with its concentration .of heavy national in-

vestment in a regional development program, has
,

other region's, states, and cities to hope for, similar

.nationally supported ef.forts. The.spread of benefits 'and

opportunities' equally across a nation makes such a good

'Political case that it is (iogically pursued)1 dangerous

to a reA,listiC regional dev lopment progr6, Which recog-
,

nizes the inevitability of alfferentiais.
.

.

This has been challenged in A report to the,bikecCion

de' Planeamiento, Ministerio de Obras Publicas, oxi. September

4', 1970. The report is the.product of PADCO, a Washingtdn

based ineernational consulting group specialiiing in urban

development. The heart of the PADCO report states:

Friedmann, Ibid. p. 256.

4'
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Considering that Venezuela still has only 'ten
141lion inhabitants =and: that Caracas, is alieadY
a, very large and highly- differentiated city, with
a very considerabl attracting- pOWer upon the rest
of the .nationN -Pslanniing:XOr.Very- -large population:
centers in other parts of 'Venezuela is presently

rtlnot a meaniiigficoilO49 ,propoSitioh; the
"sitution- may have 'Changed .4.11i- the year 2000 but
-One. shOuld not now\Make heavy -commitments of
high_ alternative us&ValUe in theSe -other regions.
Population centers% arevempliasiZedbecauSe., as in-,
dicatea above, inVeptmentin processing`
and shipping- facilitieS :04-et in heavy tadhinery at
Maracaibo-;. in Ciudad , :etc:: -- should .continue
to have :the .highest- priority, tUt heaVy investmentsin infraStructUre),:in, theie ±e4i94p-ihhopsing
streets, various.' ,p4h4c:
liePW*4040; d#'4404i4 'ctid*EPI

turn 4esiredmobiiity%of
peOple, -andiithe'r-resOUrC004

, In the ,sena of .13014
able-to:,provid6 .0j)i'Or rising- incomes`, -Stimulating

. anti intereSting -envikbhMentSe ,fOr very large numbers
Of ' seeker*, ' none. :of the-.mentioned places is pre-
sently :akv leCO-015-MICIDase. ThiS% raises the question

'., of the Wort4whileheSs of the major costs associated
with .4ph-denters 'as 'CiUdad- Guayana, both in the
opportunity COst of the 'Substantial infrastructure
and the dtsloCation _and .o4het coats for the migrants
seekin',41-aut not finding \erliplOyment. '*

4

The PAD60dodd*It is writ -$ principally ih economic

terms, but also.deals with 1 needs as education and

PADCO. Pre limi nar

System Needs for Direccion de. P aneamiento; INUnisterio
de Obras Publicas. ' Caracas, PADCO., Septem1er 4, 1970.
p. 18; ' The repot' is transmitted by John' DI Herbert,
Senior Vice Prosident of PADCO, and its economic .ar-
guments are carried fdrward by one of its a thor's ,

. Roland Artie, in a paper "Urbanization -and conoinic
Growth in Venezuela", Working paper Vo. 13-5. Berkeley
Center for Planning and Development Research, University
of California. October 1970.

Anal sis of Plannin and 'Irifdtmation

1
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employment, opportunitieS. It recognizes that envirou-
.

mental constraints, -whic ' it halls "neighborhood effects,"
4

, .

increase as population ehSities- increase, and it re-
...

)

cognizes also that economic :efficiencies must be balanced'

ge
against social equi=ties. It is !revisionist". in its views

on urbanization l
tfie.deyeloping countries,. arguing that

a ;number Of, aspects, of Urbanization are Often' misihter-:.
4

pketed;

' I- 'The - emp o eht .services in

major= S'hehtere,', conditions areas, the

intensive. _use=" x4hai,Aiut of

Urban 'de-V-eIOPOOfit-:Often:-ar6..rearded-A.S ,bad-as
a result- .miStake6 interprtation through the

. .

917ps- of Upper:arid' MiddleolasTbSerVerSi For
-

. .

the- street vendet-Ande-ranc ero, the opportunities

for, high # incomes;,, -,ricinles!; of ex-

perience are, far- greater, in 'Ehan.iry the rural

areas- aii Ismail ,centers ram whiefrthey'danle,

The move to the eitii.X,S.1.k1;4r.t.' a push: from' desperate

conditions elsewheter,..p4t ia#461y a. pull 'fOrward

to genuinely 4reaterA6pperthriities:' The increasing
Variety of tertiary ahtiVitieS, -even though I they

yield waged 'far 'below 'those considered acceptable

in the reldtively developed countries,' ai2 a
44: refiedtiphef the thcreaSed specialization associated

with -urbanization.

It is Strong in its position to the point of sledge-
.

hammer repetition. A

In Venezuela's immediate futur=e, the proce
Of growth and modernization canjbe suivorte
much more productively in both ,ocial .and, economic

terms through' programs focused oh the major centers
than they can b through programs aimed.at
dispersed inves merit and Settlement. -..FOr Venezuela

as a whole, gro th can 'be accelerated' most. effeqtively

'through concept aced urban growth':*

.

* ADCO, Ibid., p.
4
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THE MEGAT..0POLIS
. 4. ...

(I

.

*.The'metropolitan city whi6h the&RADCO reportsees as
. 4

_the 'logical area for concentiation-of:Venezuelas.S,urban--

-population has alrpady readied '''opulation,ofmore thki

I

0

,

two ti-/ion, or'20.per cent otthe,-t4bnal.population,.--
,.

11 .... - .
.,..

e

I. has :the qualities of.a:megalopollsry.at-that the cities
".,1,.

,. i, .-

ff 4'' '+'
of Maraca.y and Valencia;. which Friedmann as r.ec.eritly as

., ,

bipolar1966 saw .as, emergent" eleMentjni a iarban region,.....
. P- ...-.=--. _

. . . d
are no -in bur ,judgment- -well. iilihim-the'tont,of in'fluence-

of CaradaS!',and' are .AsSuming the character of urban growth

. points satellite to the Caracas (.:ter-,, The Maracay-
.

. I,"

Valencia-Puerto Ca4ello tomplek noW has more than 500,000'

people. A large satelliteityPatTlyttiy, southeast

:hnd
Al

of Caracas, is .its planning is based upon

an expected population of 25(4000.

The Caracas megalopolis
./willwill include the city proper,

Marinda, Aragua, and Carabobo. Theircombined.area is

8,769 square miles* (2.6.pe'-7 cent Of Venezuela's 352,150

square mil6s. The 1971 ce ups returns will give accurate

figukes. The area will pkobabli contain more thah 30 per

cent of the country's total population. It is not yet one ...!*a.

continuous urban mass. ,Much of the area is mountain,

some of it, is lake, and the.intra-montane valleys have

Compare with NeW Jersey's'area of 1;856 square miles,
and population of more thaffseven million.
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rich farm lands. But the hig4way,lihkages are such, end

with theM the-eaonomic-andWfinancial linkS, thatthe area
I

,

,
.

willlie,a dominant mjbaik center of a7size and strength
t _
. v-*.

that could-ehot have-been predicted. 'only one gendkAion

ago: .

In 1926 Caracas 'had only 167,941 peo0.6. In .194J
. .

the population lied grown to,anly 354,138. It is saidt'hae

Jua7n Vicente 'Gomet who ruled Veneuela from 1908 until

death- in 1q35 did :not- like-CdiaCaSand-faVored.Makaday,N

which' is still a,militaky center.) but by 1950', Caracas

had grown tO693,896, and by 1961 to 1(336,464.

its present population is more than two million.

1s.note4
. -
IArring he

; 9

pekiod 1951-64, its'percentage'of. increase was 125,8,

placing it fifth in Irate of growth. among all the world 's

cities with more thah one million people.*

We are uncomfortable with Caracas' and uncertain of

our judgments. The oil company advertisements which are

placed internationally desCribe it'as a second Manhftaft.--

Friedmann says"it is a "futuristic" metropolis. The

Encyclopaedia BritanniCa says'it _model, of city.

planning."

Miles, Sj.Mon R. Metro' Problem.' Toronto,'Methun
Pub., 1970, Table 1-4, p. 17:' The same table puts
Bogota in first place and Lima in second position.
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Eveiy commentator sooner or later contrasts the:
.

gleaMinc opulence of Caradas' new Office buildings and itsk-1'..-.:.- . ..r, .
luxui24anartments with the poverty_aees called` ranchos which

4
'Climb its hilis' and which hold13.peretentiof ii-inhabitants.

We believe that Lewis'Mumford WoU14,cali the city, as
x

4 indeed he does Mnhattan,.vs'.g.andirdized,chaoS" and its

expressway ,skstem "urban devastation,"*

'Obviously, many. billions, of 4ollai haVe been
. ;

nv?4ed inthe grOwth of .Caracas _in-the last 25-years.

Tlie increase in 1414 values must have brought billions in,'
, r

development increment to,its owners.' The systemiaf-Park-.

. -

'ways 'and expressways, typical of the A.meYican: freeway

excesses-of the 1950s in its disregard for trb6 values,
*.

dominates the, trisually and ,to Ilq,
i

at leadt; most r

disturDingly. Nbr does"-it-appear to solve tie d4r._ trg-
.

t
fic and transportation problems. The traffic moves slowly'

. ..-t.

at peakhours, as might bp expected, and a 4tudy for a
\*.

Numford comments that ".with motorways as with the Wlding
of skyscrabers, we ind superb technical skill in mechanical
organization and py-acticalidesign united to paralysing
social incompetence and cultural illiteracy." He
argues in The ,City in History thAt "currently', the most
popular and effedtive means of destroying a city is (
the introduction of muitiple-lineexpressways, especially
elevated ones, into the central 'core." The book was
originally published !-.41 1951.. The quotations are from
the Pelican edition,, 1955, Graphic Section Three, Plate

.



shbway. system -is in\-progress.
.i.

The ititi- is dominated too by its high rise buildings:"
_ . .

glittering complexes such as the Plaza Bolivar., ingeniously

built- ori air rights over a major highway; office buildings
---NN

. -
% .

..

.

- . ,

more conventionallifsited4 apartment towers an apartment
. .

d
. .

slabs. It is indeed very Americahr very modern, and to us,.
1

richevery nouveau :xiche-ncit,'in the sense that its dEi.splay is

I. 1

necessarily.. vulgar in' detail for its huildings, individually

-are as gbod as those which are usually. found- in the wOkld's

: cities, bb.t. in the senSe that it has- all dbme,tbo fast. and

_ -

too easily An, influX money; and energy; and engineering

and construction skills have 'b ilt 'in Caradas a city which

.seems 'too' shiny, top slicki t much On the move, too
. .

separated from its past. It might well be, however', that

if one is in .the higher income brackets, it is .a 'very

pleasant place in which to live. But to usit seems one

'more instance where the' resources and the -oppor um ity were .

there, but in .the thrust of the American "way of fife,:' a

chance to build' a great city on a magnificent site has been

forever, lost.

_ We must state that this.is,an impression only. To,

make it a\f-marl judgment, we shodld 'ciao* much more about

Caracas than we. do. But the impression lingers, and it

causes us concern for the shape of urban life arpd thd form

and function of cities- in those developing countries which
-

-,* .
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are fortunate enough to be above the. poverty level' and lie

able to afford what thdir owri &wands and what world

culture now' calls ' "the- Best."

As to the ranchos, we would for the momentput

aside all of itheir soci2logical

:conceit/ foe tUeii impaZt on tli8
% .

Eiuildihg on steep' ssitip6p can be

0

Implications and express

.ecalo4y .of 'Caracas.

done in an urban systeM

(as witness San Fre/1613c°) , but -ttils 'e;Tensive and it can
,

be dangerous. :.Settlergentt such as the -ranchos /are one

characteristic of urban giowth in. South'America*'but we axe
.

.

conceined2t4t theirslope _Iodation in Caracas destroyt'

the wooded lands that) should be- part of the cityscape and 'i

creates dangers Of osion and 'slides which will menace.
f

the settlements themselves., Lima it'l,rainless. so the problem:

does not arise there.' Bogota has 'a policy, not fully
.

. . 4
effectiVb hilt a policy nonetheless, of .preventi g'iettlement4

,

on. °it's adjicent mountains by refusing to brincrater above
. .

. ,'
. .,

a certain demarked level. We vaal, hopb 'that the net,.:., ,:.
Li.t

,
I

.

.,.

lxdevelopment plan for the Federal District of Caracas, mo
.

..---- , 7,

in final preparation, will deal withthit issue.

We we able to see both Marcay and Valencia very
° S.

* the Survey reports Urbanization in Peiu and Ur-
,4.vAtnization in COlombia for a ful,ler disdussion or,
transitional urban settlements.

v. 1..

I 4- .5 e
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hurriedly. They are now connected to Caracas by a limited

.access highWay,,which irf, a real sense makes...them satellite

i

cities., The `highway, as, limited aOcess roads must,.bY--
f

M

'..., ' *.

''passes the 'settlements that'Iie between the cities and is

- ,... .
.7;

."r

therefore deceptive', as tb the,-urtianization that is.taking°
'..

-t,.

plaCe. VaXendia has. a-very, sk ,essful industrial park with -
, ::w

.
, .1!-,,: , 4

, .4y;.,.-

of
., , .,

an ImpreS4ve-series of factories. Maracay 'ham military

installata.

industrial
:s4

judgment astto the urban quality of wh&t)ieg'between them.

Ncans on"Ede Ede of the'through highway and an

one, on the,:otherwe were not 'able to':.corm;a

.0- t
, p

- .

1,1aracay has

c'ity; we' ho

kndicated a

the,repUtation of-being ,a flowerbadecked garden_

a it 's so. For nothing that' we Saw in Venezuela

igrea Concern'for urban charm, urban chaiacter,

.. or, urballebeautyi. And, we have been' told .that: Maracaibo,

which. we were ,notable to see, falls below rathez than
\

above"the Venezuelan urban standard.

e

THE OTHER URBAN CENTERS

4th Ciudad Guayana and the Caracas urban complex,,we have

*dealt--admi...tedly brief 4ith four of ,the sloven Vellezuelan

cities of more tha 00;000 people. And in discussing

the regional development'of eastern Venezuela, we mentioned
4

Friedmann's;prediction that.arcelona-Puerto La Cruz:and

MatFrin,would'become',important population centers and
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development points. The 1967 -p4ulation of Barceliitl-.....
,,

. .

Puerto La Cruz-was estimated at 250,000; Maturin's VAS
, . .

1 f
estimated At ll'zr_000. 0

The second city of Venezuela is Maracaibo: Ithad

am estimated 1970 population of 647,000 and jos expected

to approach one million' by 1980. -,It isthecapit Hof

,
( .

the state of &Ilia, -Where a-vigorous regidnal plan g
. . .

,.
.. .

_

development effort is in progress. T1-, state of Flak
, . -.

onr
.

.

across Lake .Marabaibo, would necessarildncltded, .

any regional plan 'for the Lake area. Its towns are
.

straggling ones,'wit'h Coro the most important Ce3 r.
, .

This is Venezuela's of roducing area par excellence,'
0

.

and one-,would expect its residents tb demand a greater
. ,.,,,- ,

.

return in developmerit and infrastructure than -they have

so far received. Political and "equity", pressures make it

difficult to apply such purgly rational analysis as is

suggested in the PADCO report.

Birquisimeto competes with Valencia in the rank

order of Venezuelan' cities and the two of them have been

in the first four, for half a century-- after. Caracas and

'Maracaibo. Barquisimeto is,on the main road between

Caracas and Maracaibo. It- is an imporant trade Center, and

serves one of. the "iudst,rapidly expanding agricultural
-.

regions in.the country. Its" 1967 population was estimated

at 288,000.
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San Cristobal is on, the Andean periphery, a border

city clOse'to Cucuta in,COliimbia. It is possible that

its boi.der locations will, be important in the future, if

international relations permit iienezuelaq- *gh income'!'

economy to,play.something of the.,same role agains
. ,

Colombia's ",low income" economy as the United Statesid N,

'with Mexico. San Cristobal had an estipated population
.

.

of 183,000 in 1967. The Andean area is considered under-

develciped.although, paradoxically, the
4
country has been

. 'governed tor more than half of the twentieth century by

dictatorA0 came from the Andean. state of Tachira. A

/7
a ,

Study Commiss. n;for the Andes was aetive in the early

.1960s; it would be interesting to know if it has survived, -

and, in what'form.

t.'

rUNDACOMUN--A UNIQUE INSTITUTION

Gasernment in Venezuela,is administered through the

departments and rIpecial agencids of the central government

at Caracas; through 20 states, three territories and the

Federal District of Caracas, and through 168'distritosj

which are similar to American counties. Local self-
.

government is guaranteed under the 196L Constitution and
-

the guarantee iS"honored in actual practice. It would

'be' pleasant to report that the local govdrnments are there-

o fore independent, well-organized, well-staffed public

bodies but it would not be true. One of the country
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major needs is thought to bettile improvement of its

municipal governments and th, augmentation of the'

resouices in 'skills axed mone which is. the fun tion of
.

'FUNDAtOMON. The acronym ta ds for the Funda ion para
1,

Desarrollo de la COmunid'd y Foment() Municipal (The

- Foundation forsCommunity De eropmeneadd unicipal Im-
4

,

'ptovement): It was esta fished by dec ee of Venezuela's

reforming piesident A ulo Betancou t, in.1962. The

president of FUNDACOM and.its. d 6cutive secretary are, , i

named by. the resid 14. and are reMovable at his Pleasure, I

1Y

A 1

as are the s ven members of its board of directors and

1

their alternates. The agey is financed by appropriationp

from the national budget/but has been assisted by

. r -'1- ...I

';

substantial loans and grants tromrinternational agencies,
1

FUNDACOMUNJs mission is to increase the capacity./
/

of local gbvernmerits to deal with.the financial, legal

and administrative issues which accompany the rowth and
°

development of cities; to provide capital assistance to

improve the urban environment; and to promote and en-

courage, community development activities which will

strengthen cooperative action atthe local leVi61.:-

The agency operatds from four centers: Puerto la

Cruz for the East, Banidisimpto for the West-Central Zone,

Caracas for the capital region, and Meiida for the Andean

region. It accepts what it calls the national commitment
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to regionalizatiorias- "wholesome" .and cites its own de-

centralization as evidence of itsi'Support.

The most measurable activity of FUNDACOMUN is its

program of matching grants to the municipalities for the

construction of useful public woiks. It'opeNates on a

60--40 basis, i.e., for every 60, bolivars which come

from FUNDACOMUN, the local agencirmust be prepared to supply

40. FUNDACOMUN had by 1970 put $68,000,000 into

the programs iof(local governments and authoiities, which,
,

with the addition of local contributions, financed a

program in which total expenditures came to $104,000,000.

The project were many and various: public markets, pas-

senger terminals for bus.servicas, water and sewerage

projects, abattoirs, the purchase of refuse collection

equipment and, housing. FUNDACOMUN progldris financed the=

constnictibb of 1,''519 housing*units.*: The index of re-
.

payment of FUNDAMMUN loans is not altogether reassuring;

-repayment schedules are in arrears in 37 per cent of the

Joan programs.
--,

FUNDACOMUN has recognized that the munidipal bodies
.

y
are not getting the tax revenues to which they are entitled.

FUNDACOMUN. Al Servicio del. Munici io Venezolano.
Caracas, FUNDACOMUN. November 1970. p. 16.

.-
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To aid them in increasing their revenues, it began a major

program of financing, and providing technical assistance

cadastral surveys (designationsand.reassessment of

'real properties) . FUNDACCMUN has invested' about:one-

.million dollars in the nuts-and-bolts of pl?141C, . 441440:4,

as'repressented in a, proper registration of proberilieLg4Or

tax-purposes.' And with good results. In renreskiltatiVe,

cases, total municipal revenue canibe expected to at

least double thrMigh the systematic recording ofall urban

real estate. Two cases are.cited in*the ,"Final. Report"

c-submitted by' the Institute of Public Administration'on

t4inTechnical,Aid to Fundaciontera el-Desarr011o de la

Comunidad y Pomento Municipal (FUNDACOMIN)," Covering the

period of For Fdthdation.r-I.P.A. assistance to the agency.

To quote briefly from it:

the case of the ,Puerto La Cruz municipality,.
income from property taxation actually declined
from,Bs -41'7,177 in 1964 to Bs. 270,801 In 1966.
Then .it with a loan from PUNDACOMUN and
technibal assistance from IPA consultant Robert
Huck,. the-PuertaLa,Cruz municipal council in-
itiated a, cadastre program which has in one year more
than quadrupled property taxes from Bs; 270,801
to Bs. 1,214,643. .In 1968,-property taxation
was estimated to account for 17 per cent of, municipal
revenues as opposed to four per cent in.19.66.

The FUNDACOMUN cadastre program in. Valera helped
double property tax ,income from Bs. 1124647 in
1964 'to approximateiy,Bs. 230,000 in 1968.*

* 'We- are bo1ivars, which is Venezuela'S unit of currency.
The 1971 rate of .exchange' was 4.5. bolivars to the U.S. '

dollar..
.
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It_is evident that municipal officials in Venezuela
are htitereAted., in etabliShing system6.0f:local
-Laxation, for increasing. the capacity of local
"goVernment to, performmore effectiVely. Practically .
every municipality over 20,000 has initiated a -

.cadastk&program with the aid'of,FUNDAdOMUN, has
"suOh-al#ogrartt undertectivecondideration, or has
begun.its own program of independent assistance from
FuNbAcombli.

The technical'assistance prograM which FUNDACOMTIN
. '

rende rs to Venezuelan municipalities is divided into
.

Sub-programS:

1.' Municipal,*bliorSerVicesp concerned with*the

organizatiOn and adMinistration of service. functions

which are the obli ations of local government;.

Preference is given,:FUNDACOMUN says, to- refuse

collectioniublic transportation and slaughter

houses.

2. Legal assistance, whose purpose is tolprocure

competent legal instruMents,for the municipali-

seven

ties, offe ring legal assistance to the municipal

councils which reguirelit, and providing legal

training programs for municipal personnel.

3. Fiscal administration. FUNDACOMUN.prepares

technical manuals and other instructional material,

and offer's courses and seminars for training

municipal personnel.

4. Urban planning. The FUNDACOMUN unit Promotes the

organization of local planning bodies, renders.:

c



a

.- technical assistance in the field,' and has the
. ,

stated objective of seeing 'the Municipality 'through

the stage4 of.initiai procedures, installation

of the planning 'office, the, preparation of. work

programs-, and thetraining,of'personnel.

5. Urban cadastral surVeys.V This hasbeen dqscribed'

above.. ,

. Training'and.preparatiOh:...This unit is for
,

4eneral'instrtiction and; in-service training'of.

municipal official6 in the scope of thei tasks'and

methodb of administration.

7. Economic orientation section. This is the

latest unit. to be set.up'in4FUNDACOMUN's

technical assistance service. - It is to "orient

Municipal councils as td the. economic activities

which wbuld,best suit the resources of their

community and its area, advise the councils

.selecting appropriate. mechanisms for industrial

promotion; guide the councils in their-relation-
.

shipswith regional and national.development'

agencies, gather sufficient economic information

as to each of the country'S districtsso as to
-

form a 'municipal information bank,' and as to a

catch-all, to perform any other function related


